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SUMMARY 
The original purpose of the investigation was to deduce from 
a statistical analysis of the crater depth data for spherical pro- 
jectiles striking massive targets, what properties .of the materi- 
als involved were most closely related to crater depth. It was 
realized that probably none of the static, low temperature and 
pressure properties which are conveniently available to describe 
materials, played a direct role in controlling the cratering proc- 
ess, However, it was hoped that by surveying a large number of 
physical and mechanical properties of the target and projectiles, 
a number of such properties would be found to be statistically 
related to the data. A formulation of the relationship could then 
be used to predict crater depth results, or at least correlate 
the available results. 
The most difficult aspect of the problem was that of correct- 
ly accounting for the effects of impact velocity, so that the var- 
iation in the data due to material properties could be isolated 
for analysis. This problem has been solved, at least for the 
available data, by fitting all data to the functional form 
Z(2)= an [l+ (Xv)'] 
where Z 0 !I d is a dimensionless crater depth, Z being the product 
of a number of materials properties, each raised to some exponent. 
The term (Xv) is a dimensionless velocity, X also containing the 
product of different powers of several material properties. 
Both X and Z can be calculated from material properties with 
a coefficient of multiple correlation * of 0.84 for the available 
data. Practically, this amounts to an accuracy of 525% in the 
prediction of crater depth at any velocity for any of the 34 com- 
binations of projectile and target materials in the available data. 
The steps by which this has been accomplished have been form- 
alized into 
We. This 
1) 
2) 
a generally applicable procedure for problems of this 
procedure consists of: 
Data collection and reduction to common terms; 
Isolation of the effects of physical and geometrical 
variables that can be controlled so that their trends 
can be observed; 
*Explained in Appendix D. 
V 
3) Extraction of these effects from the data; 
4) Assignment of the remaining variation in the data to 
changes in the properties of the materials involved, 
in the form of a power law; 
5) Preliminary statistical analysis to eliminate from 
an arbitrarily chosen large group of candidate prop- 
erties, those which show only negligibly slight cor- 
relation to the data; 
6) Arrangement of the remaining candidate properties in- 
to dimensionless groups, using as guides the exponents 
from the preliminary analysis; 
7) Final statistical analysis in terms of these dimension- 
less groups, 
The method described above was applied to the problem of cra- 
ter volume in massive targets. This was related to the crater 
depth solution in the form 
V -= 
d3 
where A is a shape parameter, and n an'exponent reflecting the 
change of volume with depth of crater. Both A and n can be cal- 
culated from material properties with coefficient of multiple cor- 
relation greater than 0.95. 
The method has been extended to the problem of bumpered tar- 
gets without filler materials. In this problem, trends are ob- 
served in the data reflecting the effects of standoff distance, 
thickness of bumper, thickness of second wall, and impact veloc- 
ity. Each of these trends has been approximated by a suitable 
functional form. Analysis of a group of data for one combination 
of projectile and target materials shows satisfactory agreement 
between the model and the reduced data. Time did not permit anal- 
ysis of data for other combinations, or subsequent analysis of mate- 
rials properties effects. 
Vi 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This final report presents the results of a three-year.study 
beginning in March 1963 and extending through March 1966. The 
initial objective of this study was to determine, b SC statistical analysis of the data available from the literature, those prop- 
erties of projectile and target materials that influence the pen- 
etration of very high velocity projectiles. Experimental results 
from the high-velocity impact of spherical projectiles on massive 
targets were chosen as the basis for this analysis, since this 
type of data was most plentiful. 
Only the usual physical and mechanical properties of metallic 
materials, and derivatives of these, were to be considered, since 
to be useful any formulation resulting from such an analysis must 
be expressible in terms of commonly available information. No at- 
tempt was made to consider the actual properties of the materials 
under conditions of very high pressure, temperature, and strain 
rate. Since in the final analysis all differences between metal- 
lic materials must reflect basic differences in crystalline struc- 
ture (or perhaps even in atomic structure), the underlying assump- 
tion was that consideration of enough common properties could pro- 
vide an adequate description of each material so that its behavior 
under conditions of hypervelocity impact could be predicted by 
correlating crater depth data to as many such material properties 
as might prove statistically significant. Preliminary work along 
this line had produced encouraging results (Ref 1). 
Work during the study justified this assumption both in the 
correlation of crater depth data and of crater volume data, but 
disclosed the necessity of removing from the data all variation 
that was not directly attributable to materials properties. The 
objective of the study remained essentially unchanged, even though 
it was extended to include crater volume and damage to thin and 
multiwall targets. However, the bulk of the analysis effort had 
to be expended on devising means of extracting from the data the 
effects of variables other than projectile and target material 
properties. These variables, principally impact velocity and geo- 
metric parameters, affect the data in ways which cannot be included 
in a linear regression analysis with the effects of materials prop- 
erties. 
%ummarized in Appendix A. 
1 
A general procedure was evolved that produced successful anal- 
yses of crater depth and crater volume data and appears to be prom- 
ising for the analysis of bumpered target data. It consists of 
the following steps: 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
Data collection and reduction to common terms; 
Isolation of the effects of physical and geometrical 
variables that can be controlled so their effects can 
be observed; 
Extraction of these effects from the data; 
Assignment of the remaining variation in the data to 
changes in the properties of the materials involved, 
in the form of a power law; 
Preliminary statistical analysis to eliminate from an 
arbitrarily chosen large group of candidate properties 
(Table l), those that show only negligibly slight cor- 
relation to the data; 
Arrangement of the remaining candidate properties in- 
to dimensionless groups, using as guides the exponents 
from the preliminary analysis; 
Final statistical analysis in terms of these dimension- 
less groups, 
To permit accurate appraisal of the effects of impact velocity 
over a wide range, a small experimental program was planned and ex- 
ecuted at the Martin Company during the third year in order to fill 
specific gaps in the available data, and to provide a check on the 
correlative equations derived. These data are presented in Appen- 
dix B and shown in Fig. 1. 
6 
0.6 
0.4 
Fig. 1 Ccmpoeite Variation of Crater Depth with Impact Velocity 
(Shows Only Data Obtained at Martin-Denver) 
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II. CRATER DEPTH IN SEMI-INFINITE TARG.E-T-S 
To determine the effect of material properties, a multivar- 
iable analysis was first performed on all the published data avail. 
able up to 1965. They are tabulated in Appendix A and plotted in 
Fig. 2. (The data symbols are defined in Appendix A. Other sym- 
bols are defined in Table 2.) If the effect of material proper- 
ties is not accounted for, it can be seen from Figure 2 that a 
considerable scatter will occur in the plotted data points. 
The functional form that was found to bring all the penetra- 
tion data from different materials into the closest agreement with 
each other was 
Z (2) = k?n (1 + (XV)~] 
where h is the crater depth, d the diameter of the spherical pro- 
jectile that produced it, v the impact velocity in km/set and En 
is the natural logarithm. Z and X are functions of material prop- 
erties. The degree of data correlation that can be achieved by 
this means is shown in Fig. 3. The measured values of Z and X re- 
quired to bring about this correlation are given in Table 2. 
Since the effects of impact velocity changes are contained in 
the form of Equation [l], the values of the parameters X and Z re- 
flect only the effects of the properties of the different materi- 
als used as projectiles and targets in the different data sets. 
The measured values of X and Z were, therefore, subjected to sep- 
arate regression analyses in terms of power laws in the materials 
properties variables of Table 1. 
111 
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Table 1 Values of Parameters X and Z 
Projec- 
tile 
2024T3 
cu 
Pb 
St1 
HPAL 
HPCu 
2024T3 
2024T3 
2024T3 
HPAL 
HPCu 
Cu(B65) 
Cu(B65> 
Pb 
St1 
2024T3 
Cu(B65> 
Pb 
St1 
2024T3 
2024T3 
cu 
Pb 
St1 
2017T4 
Zn 
Zn 
zn 
Zn 
ZIl 
2024T3 
Cu(B65) 
Pb 
Sts 
Target. 
2024T4 
2024T4 
2024T4 
2024T4 
HPAL 
HPAL 
BeCu 
BeCu 
cu 
HPCu 
HPCu 
Cu(B36) 
Cuo365) 
Cu(B65> 
Cu(B65) 
Pb 
Pb 
Pb 
Pb 
St1 
St1 (1030) 
st1(1015) 
St1 
St1 
2024T4 
2024T4 
Cu(B65) 
%lOl5) 
Zn 
zn 
zn 
Zn 
zn 
X 
.80 
1.50 
2.00 
2.00 
1.35 
2.60 
A0 
.28 
1.30 
1.10 
1.70 
065 
2.10 
;:i 
12:50 
5.CO 
14.00 
.78 
.46 
1.10 
1.35 
1.20 
a74 
11.50 
2.00 
11.50 
1.10 
1.55 
.92 
2.50 
.90 
3.00 
Measured Values 
z 
1.85 
1.20 
1.60 
l.?O 
1.65 
1.00 
2.05 
1.40 
.:‘g 
1:50 
2.01 
1.90 
1.30 
2.20 
:*t: 
1:50 
2.40 
3.00 
2.00 
1.50 
1.80 
1.80 
1.74 
1’:g 
2.90 
2.00 
2.00 
2.80 
2.20 
l 45 
2.40 
T Calculated faluee 
Eq [31 Eq 01 
X z 
.67 
1.66 
1.68 
1.70 
1.19 
':C 
..39 
1.27 
1.19 
1.96 
3.28 
1.78 
1.80 
E 
12105 
6.84 
12.37 
l 75 
.46 
1.05 
1.05 
1.07 
.72 
12.02 
1.77 
12.02 
1.04 
1.24 
39 
2.22 
1.26 
2.28 
1.63 
1.34 
1.19 
1.42 
1.37 
1.62 
f $83 
2186 
1.91 
1.59 
2.27 
1.67 
1.56 
2.9 
2.99 
2.47 
1.62 
2.63 
2.61 
2.03 
1.51 
1.43 
1.58 
1.60 
3.21 
2.20 
3.21 
1.98 
1.65 
2.47 
1.70 
l 76 
1.80 
1 
5 
# 
0 
4 0 
4 
x 
0 v 
0 
+ 
v . 
V 0 
I I I 1 IIIII I I I II 
0.15 0.2 
Ill 
1.0 2.0 9.0 
Velocity (km/set) 
Pig. 2 Dependence of Crater Depth on Projectile Impact Velocity (Without 
Consideration of the Material Properties) 
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Table 2' List of Symbols 
Experimental Variables 
B 
C 
C 
f 
H' 
k 
K 
K' 
m 
Q 
u 
V 
1O-2 x Brine11 hardness on 500-kg scale (kg/mm2> 
Mean specific heat of solid, 300'K to melting point (cal/gm'C) 
Dilational velocity of sound (km/set) 
Projectile diameter (cm) 
Crater diameter (cm) 
1O-6 x Young's modulus (kg/cm21 
Shape factor For a spherical projectile harder than the target, f = 213 For a spherical projectile not harder than the target, f = 1.0 
1O-2 x latent heat of fusion (cal/gm) 
Crater depth (cm) 
1O-3 x heat to vaporize - sensible heats above 300'K plus latent heats 
(cd/w) 
1O-3 x latent heat of vaporization (cal/gm) 
Thermal conductivity at 20°C (Cal/cm sec°C) 
1O-6 x bulk modulus (kg/cm21 = 3(lr2v) 
1O-6 x dilational modulus kg cm ( / 2) = E(l-v) (l+v) (l-24 
Projectile mass (gm) 
1o-2 x heat to melt - sensible heat above 300'K plus latent heat of 
fusion (cal/gm) 
1o-3 x ultimate strength kg cm ( I 2, 
Projectile velocity at impact (km/set) 
7 
V 
X 
Y 
Z 
BL 
n 
E 
P 
V 
*1 
Crater volume (cc) 
Velocity correction factor (set/km), see Equation [3] 
1O'3 x yield strength at 0.2% offset (kg/cm 2.) 
Crater depth correction factor, see Equation [2] 
Ballistic limit - velocity at which the target is just punctured (km/set) 
Acoustical impedance ratio (J"Ta; +&q.~~t (Ref 3) 
Ductility - % elongation in 2-in. gage length at fracture 
Density (gm/cc) 
Poisson's ratio 
Dimensionless crater depth (h/d) 
Subscripts 
t Target 
P Projectile, punctured 
Abbreviations 
4 Impacting 
Proj Projectile 
Targ Target 
CP Commercial purity 
CR Cold rolled 
St1 Steel 
AISI American Institute of Steel Industries 
HP High purity 
VHN Vickers hardness number 
Standard Chemical Symbols and Alloy Designations 
8.0 
\Bjork Al-AL (0) L 
0.6 L "" -\-Equation [l] 
L 1 I III I I I I Ill11 
0.4 0.6 1 
I 
2 4 6 8 10 20 
Fig. 3 Composite Variation of Crater Depth with Velocity 
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A preliminary analysis was made to eliminate many of the ma- 
terial properties which either were statistically unrelated to the 
values of X or Z, or were strongly related to other materials prop- 
erties. The surviving candidate properties were grouped into di- 
mensionless ratios for convenience in use, and a final statistical 
analysis was made. In this process, care was taken to ensure that 
X acquired the inverse dimensions of velocity so that the product 
(Xv) should be a dimensionless velocity term, $ was already di- 
mensionless so that Z had only to be also dimensionless. The re- 
sulting equations were: 
Coefficient of 
Multiple Correlation 
Coefficient of multiple correlation = 0.842 
Coefficient of multiple correlation = 0.956 
The symbols are defined in Table 2. The values of X and Z calcu- 
lated from these equations are also given in Table 1. Note that 
the coefficients of multiple correlation are 0.842 and 0.956. A 
value of 1.0 would represent perfect correlation. 
Figures 1 and 3 from which the measured values of X and Z were 
taken represent ideal correlations in the sense that no better cor- 
relations were found to be possible. 
Because of the paucity of many of the data sets, and the short 
ranges of impact velocity in some, a small experimental program 
was planned and executed to fill out these sets and to provide a 
check on the predictive-ability of the preceding analytical re- 
sults. Figure 1 shows the results of this program. Values of X 
and Z were measured for these data also and are given in Table 2. 
Figures 4 and 4a represent the correlations actually achieved for 
the same groups of data using the calculated values of X and Z, 
except that projectile and target combinations involving zinc are 
omitted from Figure 4a and shown separately in Figure 4b. 
c31 
10 
1o;o 
8.0 
6.0 
4.0 ' 
2.0 
E 1.0 
N 
0.8 
0.6 
Equation 111 
0.1 I Illll I I I I I IIII. I I I I 0.6 0.8 1 2 4 6 8 10 20 40 
X(v) 
Fig. 4 Comparisos of Predicted Crater Depth with Experimental Results 
Using Equations [l], [2], and [3] 
- -4-J 
7: 
0.’ 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0. I I I I Illll I I I I llllj 2 4 6 8 10 20 40 60 80 
X(v) 
Fig. 4a Comparison of Predicted Crater Depth with Experimental Results Using Equations 
[ll, [21, and [3] (Shows only Data Obtained at Martin-Denver) 
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As shown in Appendix B, all projectile and target material com- 
binations in the experimental program included in this study were 
chosen so as to fill in or extend already existing data sets, with 
the exception of combinations involving zinc/', This material was 
chosenGto resolve a question that arose during the analyses of X 
and 2. 
In these analyses, the Poisson's ratios of the projectile and 
target materials appeared as rather strong variables. This was be- 
lieved to be spurious because Poisson's ratio was strongly cross- 
correlated with other properties, and because out of a range of 0 
to 0.50 in nature, only the range 0.30 to .0.45 was represented in 
the available data, with a vast preponderance of values of 0.33. 
All of these facts tend to degrade the statistical validity of any 
conclusions regarding Poisson's ratio. Accordingly, Poisson's ra- 
tio was artificially suppressed in favor of other variables strong- 
ly related to it, in arriving at Equations [2] and [3]. 
For this reason, it was desirable to include in the experimen- 
tal program some material with high or low Poisson's ratio, Ber- 
yllium with a Poisson's ratio of about 0.03 was originally consid- 
ered but was ruled out on the basis of cost and toxicity. Zinc 
with a Poisson's ratio of about 0.43 was used instead. 
Experimental data obtained in this program with zinc as either 
target or projectile material, or both, are well represented by 
Equations (l), (2), and (3), (as shown in Figure 4a) without ref- 
erence to Poisson's ratio. No improvement in the multiple corre- 
lation coefficient could be obtained by including Poisson's ratio 
in Equations (2) and (3), so it was concluded that the early in- 
dications were in fact spurious, as originally assumed. 
At the time of the inception of this study it was widely be- 
lieved, or at least hoped, that crater depth due to impact by 
spherical projectiles was proportional to impact velocity raised 
to some power. However, several values for this exponent, based 
I h 
on more or less rational grounds, were suggested by various inves- 
tigators, and supported by data. A value of 4/3 has long been used 
by ordnance researchers to predict penetration of steel armor. 
Summers (Ref 4) found a value of 2/3 for his data and suggested a 
direct proportionality between crater volume and projectile kinetic 
energy on this basis. Bjork (Ref 3), on the basis of his hydrody- 
namic calculations, suggested a value of l/3, as have others, pri- 
marily those who used lead targets. It was suggested that this 
indicated a dependence of crater volume on projectile momentum. 
It was not until the excellent experimental work of Goodman 
and Liles (Ref 5) was published, near the end of the first year of 
this study, that it became possible to unify these divergent view- 
points and to begin to approach a general correlation of all the 
then available data on the basis of differences in material prop- 
erties. Figure 5 shows the data from Ref 5 for aluminum projec- 
tiles (n) and copper projectiles (A) on aluminum targets, as well 
as several other selected sets of data including steel-on-steel 
(PI . 
Figure 5 has been extracted ivr clarity from the much more 
general Fig. 3, which contains all the data collected from the 
literature through 1965. These data are tabulated in Appendix A. 
By virtue of the logarithmic coordinates in which the figures are 
plotted, a power law in velocity is represented by a straight line 
with a slope equal to the velocity exponent. In Fig. 5, lines 
have been constructed through the data, with slopes corresponding 
to velocity exponents of 4/3, 2/3, and l/3, as marked. Each of 
these lines fits the data over a fairly wide range of velocity 
and it is easy to see how different investigators arrived at dif- 
ferent exponents, depending on their choices of projectile and 
target materials, and the impact velocities they could obtain. 
In particular, it is of interest to note how well the steel-on- 
steel data (#) fits the n = 4/3 line, and in Fig, 3 how well Bjork's 
hydrodynamic prediction fits the data for pure alumimum projec- 
tiles and targets (o) to which it pertains. 
However, the main feature of interest in the two figures is 
the fact that while the data over a very wide range of impact ve- 
locity cannot adequately be represented by one exponent (straight 
line), it can be closely fitted by a single curve, the functional 
form of which is given by Equation 113. It is another feature of 
the logarithmic coordinate system used in these figures that sim- 
ply by multiplying the abscissas and the ordinates of a group of 
data by X and 2, the whole group can be translated horizontally 
14 
8 
7 
I 
n - 213 
.on [l] 
I 
3 
I 
4 5 
I lli( 
6 78910 
Fig. 5 Composite Variation of Crater Depth with Velocity 
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and vertically without distorting the pattern of the group, to 
any desired position. The line marked "Equation [l]" was calcu- 
lated for X = 2 = 1.0. The correlations of Fig. 3 and 5 were ob- 
tained by plotting individual data sets on transparent overlays, 
adjusting them to the best visual fit to this curve and measur- 
ing the values of X and 2 that produced this fit. These measured 
values are tabulated in Table 2, and are analyzed to determine 
their dependence on material properties. 
It is of considerable historical interest to note that when 
Equation [S] is written in the form of a dimensionless velocity 
it becomes 
which is a compromise between accuracy and complexity. 
forms of this equation containing the ratios (?)and (.!$)= 
were discarded because the additional complexity was not warranted 
by the small increase in goodness of fit. 
It is apparent that in an equation similar to Equation [3] 
which contains the extra terms given above, the first term after 
the constant could, by algebraic rearrangement, be made to con- 
tain the "Best number" 
(References 2, 7, 8), 
(Reference 9>, or Whipple's thermal param- 
eter (Ref- 
erences 4, 6). 
16 
Because these quantities are interrelated in the metallic 
materials considered, each of them has been used with some suc- 
cess in correlating selected data sets, in the references noted, 
However, no one of them has produced the high degree of general 
correlation obtained with Equation [3] which contains additional 
material parameters. 
The above discussion appears to provide a sufficient explana- 
tion for the confusion regarding dimensionless velocities which 
prevades the literature. 
III. CRATER VOLUME IN SEMI-INFINITE TARGETS 
The purpose of this investigation was to define the dependence 
of crater volume on material properties, using a similar multivar- 
iable analysis on experimental data for the hypervelocity impact 
of spherical projectiles on semi-infinite targets. (see Appendix 
The problem of crater volume is beset with many of the same 
difficulties as that of crater depth, plus a few of its own. The 
problem of scarcity and spottiness of available data is even more 
severe since the well-documented data sets are the same and the 
volume data are not reported for all of these. The special prob- 
lems center around the considerable experimental error in the data 
that may effectively disguise any natural trends in sensitive pa- 
rameters and limits analysis to those parameters whose trends are 
not completely obscured. 
The volume of a crater is obviously dependent upon two factors; 
a typical dimension, and its shape. These are essentially inde- 
pendent since craters of a given depth may be either wide or nar- 
row at the surface, and vary from conical to cylindrical in cross- 
section. Ideally then, three parameters are required to describe 
a given crater; one to specify a typical dimension, one to des- 
cribe its relative depth, and one to describe its cross-sectional 
shape. 
Consider the shape parameter first. For a crater of volume 
V having depth h, and surface diameter D, caused by a spherical 
projectile of diameter d, the parameter V - is an indicator of the 
D*h 
kind of cross-sectional shape involved. The shapes of interest 
are: 
Shape Cone Paraboloid Ellipsoid Cylinder Square Box 
v L=O262 f= D2h 12 l 8 0.393 ;= 0.524 ; = 0.785 1.00 
h Relative depth is well described by the ratio D . 
0 
Given a 
shape factor V - and a relative depth !I 
D2h 0 D' 
the volume of a crater 
is uniquely determined by either depth, h, or dimensionless depth, 
h -. 
d 
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Two useful parametric relationships that may be verified sim- 
ply by reduction to simplest terms (leading to the identity V E V) 
are: 
V V -=- 
h3 D*h 
It is readily apparent from Equation [4] that the dimension- 
less volume 5 is a sort of composite shape parameter since it can 
h 
be expressed in terms of the shape parameter $- and the relative 
Dh 
depth k. Obviously the analysis would be more significant and 
V perhaps more revealing if - h 
D*h 
and 5 could be independently formu- 
lated in terms of the impact velocity and the properties of the 
projectile and target materials. This might mean, for instance, 
V that i changed while - 
D*h 
remained constant, defining perhaps a 
V family of ellipsoids varying from prolate to oblate. If - 
D*h 
were found to vary while h 5 remained constant, a variety of shapes 
from cones to cylinders would be indicated, all within the same 
envelope defined by h and D. 
However, one might intuitively tend to suspect that the shape 
parameter and depth parameter are not entirely independent of each 
other, and that shallow craters might tend to approach a conical 
shape, while deep ones might approach a cylindrical shape. If such 
a dependence could be shown to exist, one or the other of these 
parameters could be eliminated from Equation [4]. 
[41 
[51 
From the literature on hypervelocity cratering one would be 
led strongly to expect to find that all craters were special el- 
lipsoids 
19 
V 
-=i= D2h 
0.524 such that $ = 0.50, that is, hemispherical. If 
this were, in fact, the case, the volume problem would be solved 
automatically as soon as the crater depth problem were solved. 
Unfortunately, the data seem to indicate that each of these 
three ideal situations occurs for some materials some of the time, 
V h Figure 6 shows a plot of - vs - 
D*h D' 
If these were truly independ- 
ent of each other, a random scatter of data over the figure would 
be expected. The data are certainly scattered enough, but are 
visibly not random. A definite clustering around the point indi- 
cating hemisphericity is shown, particularly in the data set for 
high purity aluminum impacting the same material, symbolized by 
0. This is of interest with reference to Bjork's calculations 
for pure aluminum impacting the same material. His calculations 
have been shown to fit the crater depth data for this material 
quite well (see Fig. 3) and Fig. 6 shows that the hemisphericity 
predicted by Bjork (Ref 8) is borne out by the same data, 
If shallow craters tended to be conical, and deep ones cylin- 
drical, there would be a distinct trend in all the data to run 
from lower left to upper right in Fig. 6. Such a trend is clear- 
ly apparent in the symbolshand +(Line A). 
Figure 6 permits the following observations, based on the avail- 
able data: 
1) The shape and deepness parameters are not generally 
independent of each other; 
2) An explicit dependence between them is not observable; 
3) A tendency to hemisphericity is noticeable, but not 
general. 
For these reasons, an analysis based on Equation [4] could 
not be accomplished. An attempt was made based on Equation [5], 
which was found to be less sensitive to experimental scatter and 
hidden relationships. Figure 7 shows the relative sensitivity of 
the parameter v V 
h3 
compared to - 
D*h 
in Fig. 6. The four lines repre- 
senting the data in Fig. 6, either as boundaries or means, are 
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shown in Fig. 7. Obviously, the variation of v compared to its 
h3 
V range is much less than the variation .of - 
D*h 
compared to its range, 
so that experimental scatter does not obscure the trends of the 
data. 
It was found that by plotting the volume parameter v 
d3 
versus 
h the size parameter, -d, the composite shape parameter 
observed. Writing Equation [5] in the general form 5 cou1d be 
The justification of the above choice for a regression surface is 
shown in Fig. 8 where all the data fall on straight lines on a 
log-log plot. For hemispherical craters, Equation [5] takes the 
form shown in Equation [5a]. 
-=- 
The general shape of crater for a given data set can be in- 
ferred by seeing whether the data fall above or below the line 
for a hemisphere. Whether or not the shape remains the same as 
crater depth changes can be inferred from the exponent n, as will 
be explained presently. 
In Fig. 8, all the available crater volume data are shown. 
In the first part of this figure, only the symbolV and the left 
hemisphere line pertain to the left-hand vertical scale. Only 
the symbolsiand.and the right hemisphere line pertain to the 
right-hand scale. All other data points and reference lines per- 
tain to the middle scale. 
[51 
Pal 
In particular, Figure 8 shows data falling above the hemisphere 
line, indicating more volume for a given depth than a hemisphere, 
hence implying a larger diameter, which describes a relatively 
shallow crater. This usually implies a tendency to approach a 
conical shape. Data points falling below the hemisphere line then 
tend to be deep and narrow and to approach cylindrical shape. 
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Data that follow an exponent greater than 3.0 tend to become 
wider and shallower with increasing size, while for an exponent 
less than 3.0, they tend to become narrower and deeper. An ex- 
ponent of 3.0 indicates a constant crater shape with increasing 
size, regardless of what the shape is. 
The values of A and n in Equation [5] were measured graphi- 
cally from Fig. 7, 8 and 9. The measured values are shown in 
Table 3. 
The values of A and n were analyzed independently to deter- 
mine their dependence on material properties. The following re- 
gression equations developed: 
A = 2,14(!?$O~70($0~15g($-0~105 et-O.426 f0.729 *-0.952 L61 
Coefficient of multiple correlation = 0.95 
Coefficient of multiple correlation = 0.95 
Calculated values of A and n are also given in Table 3. 
The conclusions which may be drawn from the existing data are 
reflected in Table 3. If all craters were, in fact, hemispherical, 
all values of A would be 2.094, and all values of n would be 3.00. 
There is a general tendency to approach hemispheres as the impact 
velocity (and h/d) increases, as shown by low values of A accom- 
panied by high values of n and vice versa, but this trend is by 
no means universal. A number of low values of A are accompanied 
by values of n = 3.00, indicating a tendency for craters to be 
narrow and deep regardless of impact velocity. It is, however, 
not necessarily true that these conclusions will be applicable 
for larger projectiles. 
As a general conclusion, then, it may be stated that the ap- 
plicability of any approximate theory that assumes hemispherical 
crater shape is sharply limited. 
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Table 3 Values of Parameters A and n 
Symbol Materials 
Projectile Target 
2024T3-- 2024T4 
StL - 2024T4 
CPCu- 2024T4 
Pb -- 2024T4 
2024T3 -Cu 
zn cu 
cu - cu 
Pb CU 
2024T3- Pb 
stxl 5% 
cu F% 
F% Pb 
2024T3 StL 
Zn StL 
cu StL 
StL StL 
StL- .cu 
ZKl -2024T4 
Pb StL 
2024T3 - Zn 
zn .---- pb 
Zn Zn 
StL--- Zn 
cu ZIl 
Pb -- Zn 
HPAL- HFCU 
HPCu- HPCu 
HPAL- HPAL 
HP&- HPAL 
2024T3--- StL 
CPAL- CPAL 
Measured Values 
A 
2.50 
.84 
.64 
1.26 
3.00 
2.25 
2.30 
1.85 
2.20 
l 4l 
.80 
2.05 
:*z 
2:4o 
2.00 
1.70 
1.60 
2.50 
3.00 
1.50 
2.40 
1.70 
1.70 
3.25 
3.90 
1.70 
1.55 
.21 
3.75 
2.30 
n 
2.20 
2.57 
3.10 
2.30 
2.51 
2.50 
2.63 
1.84 
2.74 
4.11 
3.58 
2.72 
2.16 
2.28 
2.56 
2.60 
2.90 
2.17 
2.10 
1.98 
zrnz 
2180 
2.69 
2.14 
2.24 
2.91 
;:ii 
1.97 
2.77 
Calculat 
Eq [I71 
A 
2.35 
.73 
l 77 
1.24 
3.28 
2.32 
1.69 
2.26 
2.30 
.69 
.74 
1.63 
3.45 
2.51 
1.84 
1.84 
1.24 
1.90 
2.36 
2.53 
1.06 
3.12 
1.63 
1.68 
3.14 
5.05 
1.46 
1.57 
.28 
3.65 
2.29 
:ed Values 
Eq Ml 
n 
2.26 
2.87 
2.77 
2.3Q 
2.22 
2.51 
2.63 
2.13 
2.98 
;.z; 
2187 
2.10 
2.39 
2.52 
2.64 
2.91 
2.15 
2.02 
1.98 
% 
2:85 
2.73 
2.10 
2.13 
2.72 
2.83 
3.71 
2.06 
2.63 
- 
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IV. THIN AND BUMPERED TARGETS 
The analysis of the available data for finite and multiple wall 
targets required an extension of the techniques employed in the 
crater depth and crater volume problems, in the sense that a great 
deal more work had to be done on the data before the data could be 
subjected to regression analysis to determine the effects of ma- 
terial properties. 
As in the crater depth problem, the depth of damage was found 
to depend on impact velocity in such a way that its functional rep- 
resentation did not lend itself to linear regression analysis, so 
that this effect had to be removed from the data. 
Furthermore, as in the crater volume.problem, geometric vari- 
ables influenced the data in ways that also could not be handled 
by linear regression analysis so that these effects also had to 
be removed. 
Figure 10 shows all the geometric variables of the case of 
normal impact of a spherical projectile upon a bumpered target of 
arbitrary thickness. When it is considered that a general case 
might involve three different materials in the projectile, bumper, 
and second sheet or target, and that depth of damage includes a 
hole in the bumper and a crater in the target, it becomes apparent 
that some refinement is necessary to permit a sufficiently concise 
statement of the problem so that an analysis can be made. 
The first step in reducing the complexity of the problem is 
the elimination of one of the three materials which may be involved. 
This was accomplished by means of the well-attested "mass concept" 
which simply states that, at least to a first approximation, the 
effectiveness of a bumper depends only upon its density-thickness 
product (Ref 11 and 12). Accordingly, all the data used herein 
(Ref 11 and 13) have had the actual bumper thickness, of whatever 
material, converted to equivalent thickness of 2024-T3 by the ra- 
tio of the density of the actual material to that of 2024-T3 which 
is 2.79 gm/cc, since all the targets were made of this material or 
7075-T6 aluminum. Any effects due to the minor differences between 
these two aircraft structural aluminum alloys, primarily hardness 
and strength, have been neglected. This leaves only the projec- 
tile and target materials to be considered. 
The second step is the selection of a measure of damage to be 
considered as the dependent variable. The total penetration, con- 
sisting of the equivalent bumper thickness plus the crater depth 
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Fig. 10 Bumpered Target Geometry 
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Fig. 11 Correction from Crater Depth to Thickness Just Penetrated 
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in the second sheet, is obviously the most convenient dependent 
variable since it is directly related to the weight of the config- 
uration required to defeat a given projectile at a given velocity. 
However, the problem was found to become more tractable with only 
a minor loss in convenience by using only second sheet damage as 
the dependent variable. 
In this connection it was found possible to remove the effect 
of the second sheet thickness from the data by introducing the 
concept of the thickness, t 
P' 
which would have just been perfor- 
ated by the same impact which 
second sheet thickness, t 2' 
produced the crater depth h in the 
It was found that a correction developed for the unbumpered 
case worked satisfactorily for the bumpered case as well. Ref- 
erence 14 gives the following relationship in the nomenclature 
of Fig. 10 
$= A-/For(k)'= A2 [k- l] 
where A is simply a constant and h co is the crater depth which 
would have been produced had t 2 been infinitely thick. 
Consider the case where perforation just.occurs. Both h and 
t2 are then equal to t . P 
Equation [6] becomes 
= A2[R - 11 
[61 
[6al 
where R is a familiar concept. It is simply the ratio of the thick- 
ness which would have just been perforated to the crater depth in 
a semi-infinite target. It has been variously estimated as fall- 
ing between 1.5 and'2.0. Reference 11 gives R = 1.74 for aluminum 
projectiles striking 2024-T3 targets at 7.4 km/set. 
Rewriting Equations [6a] and [6] as 
31 
A2 +($ = A'(k) 
and dividing one by the other 
A2 + 1 =LP= - 
&-+1 R 
A2 + 1 
2 
R-l 
LP= I..74 
h 2 
Equation [7] is plotted in Fig. 11 and gives the factor that 
corrects measured second sheet damage to the thickness of a sheet 
that would just have been punctured under the same impact condi- 
tions. 
This device has the property of describing all bumpered target 
damage, from a thin second sheet (provided that not more than a 
marginal puncture occurs) to a semi-infinite second sheet, in terms 
of equivalent structures which would sustain marginal punctures 
under the same conditions. This makes nearly all the data of Ref 
11 and 13 available for analysis on a common basis. Furthermore, 
since every equivalent structure will just be punctured, the most 
useful and meaningful kind of damage is described. 
This device also has the property of converting the impact ve- 
locity of each shot to the so-called "ballistic limit" for the 
equivalent structure. The ballistic limit is defined as that ve- 
locity at which a structural configuration will just defeat the 
projectile. It is not a particularly meaningful concept for bump- 
ered targets since, as shown in Fig. 15a and 16a, a critical ve- 
locity exists for each such configuration at which perforation 
will occur, but above and below which it will not. This is the 
"velocity barrier" found in Ref 15. 
171 
[7al 
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It may be explained on the basis that at low velocities the 
projectile passes through the bumper more or less intact, At the 
critical velocity the shock generated in the projectile is suffi- 
ciently strong to disrupt it, and at higher velocities the pro- 
jectile is more finely divided and spread over a larger target 
area, with decreased depth of damage. As the velocity becomes 
very great the value of t should decrease asymptotically toward 
zero. P 
A functional form which has the necessary characteristics to 
describe this behavior is 
t n m=av e -b vn d 
Differentiating once with respect to v and setting the deriv- 
ative equal to zero gives the three values of v which locate the 
extrema. 
0 = anv n-1 e-bvn[l _ bvn] 
whence 
n-l 
V =Oorv=O 
-bvn e =Oorv=m 
n 
1 - bvn (critical velocity) 
Substituting the critical velocity in the function gives the 
maximum value 
= a where e is the base of natural logarithms. eb 
As an aid in evaluating a and b the function nay be written 
181 
an [(>) vmn] = .f?n a -bvn 
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In 
In semilogarithmic coordinates, this is a straight line of in- 
tercept a and slope (-b). A value of the exponent n = 2.0 has been 
found to provide goad correlation. The technique is simply to com- 
for a series of shots in which only the impact 
change and to plot these values against v2 on 
Fig. 12 thru 18. 
The data, so adjusted, were found to be reasonably well ap- 
proximated by straight lines, as shown in Fig. 12 thru 18, where 
the intercepts, a , and slopes, b, were measured. These values, 
for aluminum projectiles only, are given in Table 4. Note that 
the angles made by the lines are such that 
tan 8 = 14.5b 
where the constant 14.5 is a scale factor resulting from the fact 
that on the vertical scale the length of a decade, representing 
an 10 = 2.3026, is the same as the length representing 33.4 units 
on the horizontal scale. The analysis needs to be extended to the 
data for other projectile materials that are given in Appendix C. 
The intercepts and slopes measured above became new dependent 
variables, dependent only on the dimensionless adjusted bumper 
thickness (?l 1 
d and the dimensionless standoff (J/d) since only 
one projectile material and one target material were involved, 
and the effects of bumper material, second sheet thickness, impact 
velocity, and projectile size were already accounted for. The 
bumper thickness was adjusted on the basis of the mass concept ex- 
plained previously by equating products of density and thickness 
(Ref 11 and 12). 
The slopes, b, were found to be, at least to a first approxi- 
mation, dependent only on the dimensionless adjusted bumper thick- 
ness (tl/d), and negligibly affected by scale standoff distance 
variations. The approximate relationship was found to be 
0.547 
b = 0.0293 + 0.127 
The intercepts, a, were found to depend linearly upon the di- 
mensionless adjusted bumper thickness (tl/d) with a constant in- 
tercept at Wd) = 0 and slopes which were exponentially depend- 
ent upon the scale standoff distance (J/d). This dependence is 
approximated by 
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Table 4 Calculated Intercepts and Slopes for Bumpered Target Data 
4 d 4.0 5.3 8.0 10.7 16.0 21.3 32.0 
a b a b a b a b a b a b a b 
-300 .ofm 
.2g2 .wss 
a5 -0777 
.282 .ofw 
.272 a94 
.263 .wss 
.231 .1171 
.291 .0631 
.272 -0777 
-253 .0894 
.234 -0993 
.224 JO43 
.312 a0293 
.278 .0631 
a3 a807 
.194 -0958 
.126 .1142 
-297 .0511 
.262 a706 
.214 .0894 
.165 .1043 
.115 .1171 
.W 
.183 .228 .0631 0139 00792 
tl a 1.284 
a = 0.312 - 0.011 d 2 ( )o [lOI 
In order to obtain a picture of the degree of correlation ef- 
fected by the adjustments made in the data, analogous to Fig. 1' 
and 3, Equation [8] may be rewritten as 
an a'lv'* 
I 
= -bv2 
In Fig. 19, all the data of Fig. 12 thru 18 have been adjusted 
by the values of a and b from Table 4 according to Equation [8a]. 
The equation itself plots as a straight line of intercept 1.0 and 
slope -1.0 (tan 8 = 1.45 since the horizontal scale is ten times 
as large as in previous figures). The majority of the data is 
seen to be well represented by the line. The greatest errors oc- 
cur at high velocities and consequent low second sheet damage where 
scatter may be expected to be relatively large, especially in view 
of the approximate adjustments made in accounting for the effects 
of bumper material, second sheet thickness, and projectile size. 
[8al 
Analyses similar to the above should be made for other projec- 
tile materials, and equations similar to Equations [9] and [lo] 
generated. The constants in these equations would reflect only 
the changes in the properties of the projectile material and re- 
gression analyses of these constants could be performed in terms 
of these properties. 
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V. FINITE SINGLE SHEET TARGETS 
Data on the ballistic limit of single sheet, finite thickness 
targets are difficult to obtain and, consequently, rare. However, 
the data in Appendix C contain several shots in which the first or 
bumper sheet was not completely punctured, or in which the second 
sheet received essentially no damage. These have been treated as 
zero-bumper thickness data, and converted to marginal punctures in 
the same way as all the other data. 
Furthermore, Ref 11 gives a curve of crater depth for semi-in- 
finite targets for aluminum projectiles and 2024-T3 targets. This 
curve has been multiplied by R = 1.74 and reproduced in Fig. 15 
and 16, and labeled "single sheet." 
With this information as a guide, a straight line has been 
superimposed upon Fig. 15 and 16, representing zero bumper thick- 
ness, and Equations [9] and [lo] give the intercept and slope of 
this line where (tl/"g = 0. 
The physical possibility of this refinement, that is that no 
discontinuity exists between the unbumpered case and those of very 
thin bumpers, is borne out by the routine use of metallic foil ve- 
locity sensors in many hypervelocity launching facilities. These 
sensors consist of pieces of metal foil placed known distances 
apart ahead of the target. The breaking of these pieces of foil 
by the passage of the projectile provides timing signals so that 
the projectile velocity can be calculated. The integrity of the 
projectile is not affected. 
Conclusions and Recommendations - The multivariable analysis 
techniques used in this study have provided a great deal of in- 
sight into the nature of the material properties influencing cra- 
ter depth and crater volume and have served to bring into rela- 
tionship several empirical formulas developed by previous inves- 
tigations. Prediction equations allowing quantitative estimates 
of the effect of material properties on crater depth have been 
given in Equations [2] and [3], and on crater volume in Equations 
[6] and [7]. 
For bumpered targets the work of others on the effect of ma- 
terial properties has been used as a basis for analyzing the re- 
lationship between bumper thickness, bumper spacing, and corres- 
ponding thickness of bumpered targets that will just be penetrated. 
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A multivariable analysis of the ballistic limit of single sheets 
was not possible because of the scarcity of useful experimental 
data. However, the possibility has been disclosed in this study 
that no discontinuity exists between the unbumpered case and that 
of very thin bumpers. For bumpered targets analyses need to be 
made of data for other projectile materials given in Appendix C. 
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APPENDIX A 
TABULATED DATA FROM LITERATURE 
All the crater depth and volume data collected from the 
technical literature to the end of 1965 is given to this appendix. 
At the top of each data set is the identification of the materials 
used, as given by the experimenters where the original reference 
was available, or by herrmann and Jones (Ref 9) where it was not. 
In many cases, because of inadequate identification, it was nec- 
essary to make reasonable assumptions as to what was actually used, 
and the assumptions are also given. 
The symbol given for each data set is the symbol used to plot 
the data in Fig. 1 thru 6 and is keyed to Table A-l. The thermal 
properties used are given in Table A-2, except for thermal con- 
ductivities, for which enough data were available to distinguish 
between alloys of the same parent metal. 
It is important to note that a number of properties have been 
arbitrarily reduced in order of magnitude to the order of 1.0 by 
factors involving powers of ten as defined in Table 1. This was 
done because of the power law forms of Equations [2] and [3]. 
Regression analysis was performed after transformation to logarithms, 
and the accuracy of such an analysis is improved if all the loga- 
rithms are approximately the same size. 
In the data pages, the symbol I$, has been used to designate the 
dimensionless crater depth (h/d). 
A-l 
Table A-l Data Summary 
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B-2 Pagea 
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+ 
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Table A-2 Thermal Properties 
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l ::z 5i3 
2874 w2 
.252 .lo45 
.54 ,934 
252 359 
5.86 4.32 
.621 l.UO 
,938 1.677 
2260 U.45 
f - 1.0 
A - 1.4x2 
Symbol i 
d V 
.159 1.408 
1.417 
1.74a 
2.373 
2.777 
2.955 
3.134 
3.318 
3.513 
3.603 
4.525 
4.566 
5,106 
6.020 
6.106 
6.539 
.159 7.205 
.318 .562 
1.465 
1.833 
2.160 
2.324 
2.990 
3.828 
3.912 
4.357 
4.566 
4.616 
4.710 
5.201 
5.m 
~*~ 
.318 61944 
.I59 7.574 
.159 S.819 
.498 
.391 
.598 
.668 
.756 
.838 
.819 
.964 
.957 
1.033 
1.121 
1.027 
1.304 
1.524 
1.398 
1,568 
1.512 
.161 
,466 
.6u 
.737 
.684 
.939 
1.040 
1,074 
1.2fL.l 
11099 
1.203 
1.184 
1.058 
1.348 
1.446 
1.493 
1.629 
1.566 
2.000 
f 
1.741 "582 .276 7.667 
3.732 .676 .293 7.866 
4.229 .462 .343 3.925 
8.458 
8.458 
9.702 
10.946 
11.444 
1.151 
2.301 
2.768 
5.504 .430 .389 2.850 
7.183 
8.116 
9.640 
9;“E 
17:17 
v ii 
D2h D h3 
3.469 
2.554 
3,248 
3.183 
2.807 
.555 ,223 U.185 
.702 .273 9.390 
,470 .321 4.572 
,468 .467 
2.988 
2,664 
2.838 
2.585 
3 . 
A-14 
B 
E 
F 
P 
v 
Y 
U 
c 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
Proj Targ 
.17 .50 
0633 1.132 
.93 .49 
2.67 8.77 
.33 .33 
a77 .992 
,552 GO3 
.52 .58 
2874 w= 
.252 .1045 
.54 -934 
552 l59 
6.21 4.32 
.621 1.110 
.938 1.677 
q-260 V45 
f - 1.0 
A - 1.412 
Symbol -i 
Reference 3 
Identification: 
Assumed Materials: HPAl* HPCu 
d V rr, 
.476 2.697 .901 2.327 
2.973 ,827 2.689 
3.729 1.063 3.802 
3.9l.4 1.109 4.061 
4.396 1.357 6.472 
4.645 1.220 5.331 
4.969 1.247 6.082 
5.309 1.384 7.501 
5.328 1.327 6.963 
5.377 1.281 6.342 
6.022 1.460 8.818 
6.106 1.438 8.159 
6.262 1.283 6.583 
6.386 1.546 
6.563 1.51.4 9.559 
6.869 1.613 9.365 
6.896 1.653 11.303 
,476 6.950 1.588 lo.579 
.522 ,330 4.798 
,502 ,313 5.122 
.470 l 3.82 3.222 
.484 .403 2.976 
.481 .426 2.650 
.489 .401 3.040 
.525 .406 3.178 
,494 ,421 2.780 
.492 .410 2.933 
,480 .398 3.028 
,492 0415 2.857 
-464 -409 2.774 
.475 -393 3.082 
.479 .418 2.739 
.419 .432 2.247 
.478 .435 2.530 
,488 .429 2.651 
B 
D 
A-15 
Item 
B 
E 
F 
P 
J 
Y 
U 
E 
H 
Proj. Targ 
w 217 
.745 1.195 
.93 $9 
2.77 8.23 
033 -33 
3310 ZOO0 
4920 9.420 
.18 .06 
2874 I.$82 
.252 .1045 
-29 .19 
252 I.59 
6.25 4.58 
Reference 7, Page 23 
Identification: AL--cBeCu 
Assumed Materials: 202413bBeCu 
d V 
.159 1.05 
1.85 
2.26 
2.32 
2.41 
4.00 
4.14 
.15g 4.18 
.078 
.176 
.269 
.288 
.221 
.640 
.621 
.6gl 
v 1 v 
,$ & D h3 
f = 1.0 
/\ = 1.46 
Symbol A 
A-16 
Item 
B 
E 
F 
c 
J 
Y 
U 
E 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
Proj. Targ 
w 297 
l 745 1.195 
.93 39 
2.77 8.23 
l 33 033 
390 9.490 
4920 lw 
.18 *OS 
a374 1982 
.252 .1045 
-29 025 
252 I-59 
6.25 4.42 
f = 1.0 
A= 1.485 
Symbol L 
Reference 7, Page 24 
Identification: AL---cBeCu 
Assumed Materials: 2024T3--cBeCu 
d V -i-r 1 v !i !L d3 & D h3 
.159 1.15 .043 
1.65 .125 
2.21 0173 
2.34 .18g 
2.56 .18g 
2.90 l 387 
3.48 ,386 
-159 4.55 .544 
A-17 
Itern 
B 
E 
F 
P 
3 
Y 
U 
c 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
Proj T-33 
Ia .65 
.745 1.195 
.93 .49 
2.77 8.9Q 
033 033 
310 1,800 
4920 -g300 
.16 .40 
4874 U82 
,252 .1045 
-29 .934 
352 459 
6.25 4.42 
.730 1.172 
1.104 1.771 
2260 W5 
f - .667 
A - 1.44 
Symbol k 
A-18 
Reference 7, Page 27 
Identification: 
Assumed Materials: 2OaT3 + Cu 
.318 4.66 1.312 5.504 2.4J 
.318 5.00 1.408 6.188 2.228 
1.016 1.29 .540 .566 3.585 
1.98 .607 1.245 5.560 
3.09 .975 2.780 2.996 
1.016 3.34 1.030 3.~0 1.w 
Reference 7, Page 29 
1tgn Proj Targ 
B 
'E 
F 
P 
3 
Y 
U 
6 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
L20 -65 
.745 1.195 
.93 .49 
a?? 8.88 
l 33 l 33 
3510 1,800 
4920 2300 
.16 .40 
2874 14 82 
,252 
39 
252 
6.25 
.730 
1.101, 
a260 
*lo45 
.934 
159 
4.42 
1.172 1 
1.771 
lJ.45 
d 
.157 
,559 
.559 1.908 .682 -925 
Xdentificationr 
Assumed &terialsr 
V 
+ 
nl d. 
3.962 1.129 
,329 a55 .047 
.683 ,273 ,150 
1.058 .wr, .319 
1.274 .482 l 479 
1.518 .545 .647 
1.63.1 .577 .694 
2024T3~Ou 
v 
D% 
.451 
-434 
.417 
,474 
.448 
.425 
,409 
P 
D 
v 
h3 
.189 13.851 
-240 7.460 
8303 4.519 
-331 4.295 
9333 3.986 
0343 3&l 
.375 2.933 
f .- .667 
A - 1.44 
Symbol b- 
A-19 
, . . . . . . . . . ..--...- .- ..-. -------.. ..-.-..-.-.----.. _ ----- 
1tenl Proj Targ d V 
B 
E' 
; 
3 
Y 
: 
H 
ii 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
-50 .50 
1.132 1.132 
.49 .49 
8.77 8.77 
.33 933 
,992 ,992 
2203 2203 
.58 .58 7482 .1045 l +u+; 
-934 .934 
359 $59 
4.32 4.32 
l.llO 1.110 
1.677 1.677 
w+5 u-45 
.159. .806 
1.146 
1.289 
1.468 
1.798 
2.373 
2.766 
3.156 
4.030 
4.752 
:-$2 
.159 6:775 
.318 .782 
1.408 
1.425 
2.006 
2.448 
3.287 
;-:ii; 
3:833 
3.978 
4.088 
4.718 
f = 1.0 
A = 2.0 
Symbol l 
Reference 3 
Identification: HPCu -W HPCu 
Assumed Materials: 
.318 2:: 
.476 21926 
3.520 
4.038 
5.967 
,318 6.146 
.318 6.440 
.159 7.574 
.724 1.493 
.976 2.239 
.970 1.990 
1.209 
;.;3; 4.478 
1:858 
2.009 
2.375 
2.809 
2.772 35.57 
2.614 36.32 
3.024 51.75 
A44 
1.232 
1.266 
1.632 
1.849 10.70 
2.151 16.70 
2.218 19.00 
2.136 17.79 
;.3$ g'2; 
;:;g Lo1 
2:700 33.40 
3.078 48.82 
2.102 14.91 
2.342 19.69 
2.486 25.04 
2.656 29.59 
2.730 30.88 
2.669 32.46 
2.919 38.58 
2.946 41.00 
2.959 44.71 
3.104 44.78 
3.057 50.69 
3.308 69.66 
1 P v 
D2h D h3 
':Bii 
1.243 
.257 26.43 
.388 4.292 
.449 6.178 
.681 .478 2.986 
l 554 .546 1.863 
.5ll .507 1.985 
l 534 .540 1.835 
.503 
,490 
.4'72 
:$I 
,489 
,489 
,525 1.828 
,545 1.649 
:E 1*658 .893 
,550 1.637 
.543 1.660 
.546 1.639 
0538 
.5l2 
2% 
:z 
.508 
.528 
.539 
l 538 
.537 
0549 
.574 
.516 
,548 1.793 
.558 1,648 
.578 1.627 
.569 1.627 
.549 1.627 
.570 1.610 
.573 L5u+ 
.549 1.750 
.591 1.546 
.570 1.657 
.550 1.776 
,606 1.498 
.569 1.775 
.518 1.924 
A-20 
Item 
B 
E 
F 
P 
v 
Y 
U 
(2 
H 
c 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
Proj. 
-65 .36 
1.195 1.195 
-49 .49 
8.90 8.90 
933 033 
ZllO .703 
2680 2250 
-35 l 50 
1482 I.!42 
.1045 .1045 
0934 0934 
cJ9 u9 
4.42 4.42 
1.172 1.172 
1.771 1.771 
u45 13.45 
f = .67 
A= 2.0 
Symbol T 
Targ. 
Reference 7, Page 26 
Identification: Cu ‘Cu 
d V T 
.318 1.17 1.232 
1.59 1.480 
2.09 1.728 
2.17 U300 
.318 3.33 2.288 
Itam Proj Targ 
0 .65 .65 
E 1.195 1,195 
F .49 449 
P 8.90 8.90 
3 .33 l 33 
P b&Jo mQ 
U 3300 2-300 
Q .40 .40 
H yC82 UC82 
C *lo45 .1045 
k .934 .934 
Q 159 u9 
C 4.42 4.42 
K 1.172 1.172 
K’ 1.771 1.771 
H' xl.45 u5 
Reference 7, Page 30,31 
Identificationt Cu -Cu 
Assumed Materials: 
(.I v 5 
,559 .451 as(Jo 
.680 ,645 
-954 .836 
la49 .945 
1.317 1,068 
1.481 1.173 
.559 1.582 1.236 
1.270 1.061 1,080 
1.305 1,150 
1.518 1.420 
1.270 1.631 1.466 
.302 2.03 1.563 
0317 1.35 1.120 
1.81 1.3e4 
1.99 1.480 
2.20 1.552 
f - LO 
A 2,0 = 
Symbol\ 
2.28 1.600 
.317 3.06 1.952 
B 
D 
*4Q7 
l 49Q 
.497 
l 495 
.5J-l 
.5% 
c523 
Au, 
.558 
A64 
A-22 
Reference 7, Page 33 
Xdentificationt Pb--r Cu 
Ammed Materials: 
B .04 .65 l 559 l 371 *423 ,366 ,494 
E .1w 1.195 ,549 .650 .976 .715 
F l 059 .49 .7@ .905 1.492 .623 
P I-I.20 8.90 1.010 1.059 2.027 .636 
v .45 .33 1.085 1.159 2.392 ,620 
Y .065 I.j300 1.120 1.136 1.98Q ,579 
U ,166 2300 ,559 1.213 1.295 2.627 ,647 
& .47 .40 
H .265 I&82 
C .0322 JO45 
k .w .934 
Q ~56 1.59 
C 2.16 4.42 
K .470 ld72 
K' .535 1.771 
H' 0203 v.45 
B 
D 
v 
h3 
,321 4.862 
,447 3,.562 
.553 2.023 
,613 1.706 
,637 1.536 
.W 1.351 ’ 
.731 1.209 
f - 1.0 
0 = 1.385 
Symbol n 
A-23 
Item Proj 
B 1.10 
E 2.ll 
F .65 
J= 7.85 
9 .30 
Y 1J300 
u 3w 
a .33 
H I.989 
C l 07 
Q a9 
C 6.25 
K 1.758 
K’ 2.840 
H' 3515 
f = .667 
Targ d 
-65 .157 
1.195 0559 
.49 
8.90 
.33 
I.800 
2300 
.40 ,559 
u= 
.934 
x59 
4.42 
1.172 
1.771 
x45 
Bni~ZWkC~ 7, Page 36 
Identification: St1 + Cu 
Asruwd Materials: 
% Y 
1.204 1.452 
-372 ,464 ,216 
l 733 .745 
.991 ,955 
1.158 1.064 
1.426 1.282 
1.481 1.323 
1.640 1.432 
1 v 
D h3 
,486 
.586 
,636 
,632 
.671 
.693 
.685 
A= 2.248 
Symbol A 
A-24 
It-am ProJ 
B 220 
E .745 
F .93 
p 2.77 
3 .33 
Y 3510 
u 4.920 
e a.6 
ii 2874 
C .252 
k .29 
Q 252 
C 6.25 
K ,730 
K’ 1.104 
Ii' 2260 
f = .667 
A - 2.142 
Symbol y 
.04 
.J4l 
9059 
U&X) 
.45 
,065 
.166 
.47 
.265 
.0322 
.083 
~56 
2.16 
.470 
0535 
203 
Referencsr 7, Page 43 
Identificationt 
Assuned Materials: 2024T3 --) Pb 
d v *1 
.157 0430 .669 
1.103 ,823 
1,451 1.081 
.157 1.762 1.032 
.559 .479 .495 .3m 
.u3 .491 .366 
.s90 .700 Lo97 
1.2l9 ,945 1.876 
u4.l ,995 2.674 
1.640 1.059 3.452 
,559 1.838 1,118 4.100 
V 
ZL 
.508 
.535 
.500 
.438 
.482 
.542 
.568 
B 
D $- 
,593 
.425 
.515 
.4m 
.454 2,465 
Al5 3.106 
.395 3.207 
.4b3 2.226 
.42l 2.717 
l 431 2.906 
.439 2.933 
A-25 
Refetiencet 7, Page 49,sa 
Identificationt Cu +Pb 
1tspl Proj Targ 
B .65 -04 
E 1.195 A.41 
F l 49 .o59 
P 8.90 11.20 
3 .33 .45 
Y lpo .065 
u 300 .166 
r .40 .47 
H l&82 ,265 
C .1045 .0322 
k .934 .083 
Q z59 ~56 
c 4.42 2.16 
K 1.172 .470 
K’ 1.771 l 535 
H' &US -203 
f- .667 
* - 3.585 
Symbol ?' 
A-26 
d v 
,559 .430 
.707 
,945 
1.079 
1.219 
1.487 
.559 1.649 
.476 1.19 
1.29 
1.31 
1.31 
1.52 
1.53 
1.60 
1.60 
1.64 
1.79 
1.92 
1.97 
.476 1.99 
.302 2.03 
2.11 
2.19 
.302 1.97 
Aaeumed bterialsr 
Fl $ 
1.259 1.895 
1.650 4.u9 
1.959 6.989 
1.964 9.288 
2.U 14.429 
2.527 18.200 
2.318 19.983 
2.309 15.345 
2.331 13.342 
2.~6 IS.989 
2.416 18.841 
2.539 23.097 
2.501 23.857 
2.560 22.939 
2.560 24.9U 
2.459 27.352 
2.752 31.451 
2.853 34.186 
2.853 34.186 
2.832 35.095 
2.798 
2.782 
2.882 
2.728 
+ Dh 
,500 
,459 
,420 
,456 
.470 
.461 
,464 
44 
,423 
.473 
.4= 
,454 
.455 
.431 
,463 
,468 
.481 
l 437 
J&b 
.431 
.B 
D 
,729 
,685 
.673 
.608 
.554 
.639 
l 537 
,598 
,634 
,593 
.556 
.567 
l 547 
.562 
,559 
.505 
.565 
,546 
.550 
.529 
v 
h3 
.949 
0985 
,930 
1.229 
1.530 
1.129 
1.607 
1,052 
1.052 
1.347 
1.336 
1.406 
1.526 
1.362 
1.480 
1,842 
1.509 
1.466 
1.466 
1.538 
1tsm PW 
B 
E ..S 
F .059 
5 11.20 
.45 
Y .065 
: .I66 .47 
H .265 
E .0322 .083
Q .156 
C 2.16 
K .470 
K, 
H' ::i; 
f - 1.0 
A = 2.0 
Symbol4 
Targ 
*or, 
.l41 
.059 
11.20 
.45 
.065 
.166 
.47 
.265 
.0322 
,083 
.156 
2.16 
,470 
2; 
Reference 7, Page 53, 54, 55 
Identification: Pb +Pb 
Aseumed Materials: 
d V rr, 
5 
.559 AI.7 1,118 2,364 
.613 1.350 4.803 
.830 1.595 7.824 
.991 1.914 
1.119 2.091 3; 
1.213 2.095 
,559 1,274 2.264 $*$ . 
,277 2.U7 3.046 
.317 .312 .880 
,361 .896 
.614 1.440 
.959 2.000 
1.387 2.504 
1.841 2.808 
2.086 3.112 
.317 476 ":Z 3-200 1. 5 3.523 
l 4?5 1.264 .648 632 ;'$z 
:;g 1.552 675 6.036 7:853
,879 2.000 12.137 
.960 2.165 15.49 
1.120 2.501 21.72 
1.241 2.560 26.43 
1.269 2.416 27.50 
1,289 2.517 24.16 
1.300 2.517 25.38 
1.311 2.624 29.33 
1.340 2.437 24.16 
1.449 2.560 27.96 
1.480 2.624 32.52 
1.480 2.667 34.80 
1.500 2.832 35.25 
1.640 2.981 37.53 
.476 2.140 3.131 50.74 
v h 
;;2;; D 
,556 
.515 :::: 
.530 9 524 
.489 l 547 
:‘;g :::: 
,491 l 572 
.518 .508 
.480 .505 
,482 ,536 
.519 .558 
,484 .548 
1::; .577 - 55 
.464 
.510 ::g 
.523 .518 
:g .550 63
,478 .543 
2: .545 39
.495 .525 
.504 .525 
.477 .555 
$2 .559 1
1.692 
z2 $tC& 
1:592 
1.498 
2.009 
1.879 
1.680 
1.667 
1.613 
1.517 
1.525 
1.387 
1.574 
1.945 
1.512 
1.588 
1.619 
1.665 
1.664 
1.796 
1.832 
1.549 
1.4l-4 
1.651 
A-27 
Reference: 7, Page 62 
Identification: St1 + Pb 
Assumed Haterials: AISI 1015vpb 
Itan Proj. Targ. 
B vo so4 
E 2.11 .l41 
F .65 .Q59 
P 7.85 11.x) 
3 030 .45 
Y lj300 .065 
U 3,660 .166 
c l 33 .47 
H I$89 .265 
C .155 .0322 .559 1.524 2.600 15.29 ,413 . 689 
k .107 *OS3 
Q 299 .156 
c 6.25 2.16 
K 1758 .470 
K' 2,840 .535 
H' X515 ,203 
d v rr, v v 
d3 D2h 
.157 .460 2.274 
1,103 2.194 
1.451 2.500 
.157 2.018 2.355 
.559 .346 1.468 1.060 44.8 
,607 1.7W 2.842 ,407 
,887 1,927 5,582 ,419 
1.109 2,218 8.819 ,415 
1.332 2.505 11*73 .4u 
1! 
D 
1.410 
,716 
,705 
a503 
1.154 
0870 
.731 
,718 
.745 
.-.. - _-._. _-,
I 
V 
-7 
,336 
l 539 
,780 
,808 
,747 
.871 
f - .667 
a=4.24 
3ymbol* 
A-28 
1tan 
B 
E 
; 
v 
Y 
U 
c 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
Proj Targ d 
w u-0 .157 
.745 2.11 9559 
.93 .65 
2.77 7.85 
.33 .30 
3510 3800 
4920 3560 
.16 .33 0559 
2874 5989 1.270 
.252 .155 
.29 .107 
252 299 
6.25 6.25 1.270 
.730 1.758 
1.104 2.840 
5260 $515 
Reference 7, Page 89 
Identificatlont 2OZ+T3 I, St1 
Assumed Materials: 2024T3*AISI 101.5 
v 
3.810 ,452 
au5 0 
.625 .OU 
.878 .u 
l&O .159 .047 .232 
1.405 .223 .0658 .160 
1.774 .286 .2817 .436 
1.969 .341 03658 .425 
.741 .070 
1.344 ,200 
1.686 .230 
1.899 .380 
2.192 .418 
P v 
D 7 
.060 
.132 
.u,o 11.63 
.163 6.030 
.191 12.01 
.2u 9.316 
.08l 
a-49 
,158 
.24& 
.255 
f= .667 
p = 1.353 
Symbol V 
A-29 
Reference 7, Page 94 
1tan 
B 
E 
; 
9 
Y 
U 
t 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K’ 
H' 
Targ 
UO l30 
.745 2.l.l 
-93 .65 
2.77 7.85 
.33 .3o 
3510 3660 
4920 5410 
.18 .3o 
2m4 1989 
.252 .155 
.29 .w 
252 299 
6.25 6.25 
.73o 1.758 
1.104 2.840 
2260 L515 
d 
1.106 
1.016 
Identification: 2O24T3 -St1 
Assumed Materials: 202bT3- AISI 1030 
V 
FL d 
V 
n2h 
$ --v 
V 
1.50 .285 8243 
1.78 .297 8334 
1.87 .31.2 .326 
1.94 .350 ,439 
1.95 .315 .398 
2.18 .355 
2.44 ,385' .592 
2.44 .405 .543 
2.64 ,450 .764 
2.64 .462 A48 
2.71 ,475 .769 
3.04 .455 ,857 
3.04 .512 .973 
3.23 .555 .969 
3.25 .5o8 1.104 
3.29 .532 1.020 
3.44 .570 1.287 
3.53 .585 1.334 
3.70 .585 1.24l 
3.70 .615 1.397 
3.77 .a 
3.77 A80 1.544 
3.86 .692 1.&o 
4.00 .657 1.518 
D h3 
10.46 
I-2.71 
10.74 
10.20 
12.73 
10.39 
8.210 
8.392 
8.563 
7.153 
9.117 
7.213 
5.663 
8.429 
6.758 
6.955 
6.675 
6.208 
6.001 
4.9o7 
4.930 
5.3w 
f - 1.0 
b - 1.353 
Symbol v 
A-30 
Iteal Proj Torg 
B .65 
E 1.195 
F .49 
t= 8.90 
v .33 
Y tifJ0 
u 2670 
c -40 
H l&82 
C .lQ45 
k .934 
Q A59 
C 4.42 
K 1.172 
K’ 1.7'71 
H' l&5 
u-0 
2.11 
-65 
7.85 
l 30 
a!300 
3,660 
.33 
$989 
.155 
0107 
299 
6.25 
1.758 
2.840 
$515 
Reference 7, Page 90 
Identification: Cu --tStl 
Assumed Materialet Cu--tAISI 1015 
Y Ir 
d v D2h D 
l 559 '.222 .a1 ,069 
.640 .236 .150 .394 .186 
.847 .486 ,394 -.386 i334 
1.106 0536 .358 
1.271 .659 .403 
1.457 .768 .445 
.559 1.600 ,864 .452 
1.270 .686 .320 0304 .543 ,242 
1.045 .648 .704 A47 .415 
1.289 .826 1.064 .406 .464 
1.270 1.637 ,950 ,490 
V 
3 
11.39 
3.419 
9.305 
2.587 
1.888 
f - 1.0 
P= 1.801 
Symbol 0 
A-31 
Itam pw 
B .04 
E .lAl 
F -059 
f 11.20 
J .45 
Y ,065 
U l 166 
6 .47 
H -265 
C .0322 
k .W 
Q .156 
C 2.16 
K .470 
K’ ,535 
H' 203 
f - 1.0 
A = 1.309 
Symbol + 
Targ d v 
U-0 .559 41 
2,l.l .w9 
-65 .963 
7.85 .957 
.30 1.024 
3800 1.207 
3560 .559 1.286 
.33 
1989 
.l55 
.m 
299 
6.25 
1.758 
2.840 
w5 
Reference 7, Page 91 
Identification: Pb - St1 
Assumed Materials: Pb-XSI 1015 
V 
3 d 
V 
x 
.055 
.205 
.441 
.459 
.564 
,736 
.850 
B v 
D h3 
.075 
.l55 
a313 
.=9 
l 4l3 
,491 
,505 
A-32 
1tau Proj Targ 
B UO w 
E 2.l.l. 2.11 
F -65 -65 
p 7.85 7.85 
3 .30 -30 
Y q300 lgoo 
u 3560 3660 
t l 33 .33 
H 2989 $989 
C .lS!' .l55 
k .lW .107 
Q 299 299 
C 6.25 6.25 
K 1.758 1.758 
K’ 2.840 2.840 
H' &515 1515 
f - 1.0 
A - 2.0 
Symbol d 
Reference: 7, Page 92 
Identification: Stl*Stl 
Assumed Materials: AISI 1@15-AISI 1015 
d V 
.I.57 2.707 
.559 .3l5 
.631 
.817 
1.125 
1.353 
1.515 
.559 1.682 
1.270 .732 
1.096 
1.353 
1.551 
1.270 1.710 
1.371 
.091 
.250 
.409 
.573 
.691 
.750 
.818 
,592 
.798 
.832 
.950 
1.000 
V B 
7 & II 
,125 
,212 
,310 
,382 
0447 
,458 
.474 
,362 l 584 .580 1.746 
.592 .357 .554 1.167 
1.008 ,498 .533 1.748 
1.303 .475 .559 1.523 
1.551 .490 .562 1.552 
A-33 
APPENDIX B 
TABULATED DATA OBTAINED DURING THIS PROGRAM 
The crater depth and volume data obtained during the exper- 
imental part of this program, using the hypervelocity launching 
facilities to the Martin Company and the Denver Research Institute, 
at Denver, Colorado, are tabulated in this appendix. 
The data involving aluminum alloys, copper, lead, and steel 
were obtained specifically to fill out gaps in the data taken 
from the literature, or to extend the velocity ranges of such data, 
Data including zinc were obtained specifically to resolve the 
question of the statistical significance of the Poisson's ratios 
of the projectile and target materials, as described in Chapter 
II. 
All symbols, except the data symbols themselves, are the same 
as in Appendix A. 
The accuracy of a few velocity measurements is doubtful. 
These velocities are noted by an asterisk. However, the data 
are useful to investigate the dependence of crater volume on 
material properties. 
B-l 
Identification: 2024T3-2024Tb 
Item 
B 
E 
F 
P 
.d 
Y 
U 
e 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
Proj. Targ. 
IJO &SO 
0745 .745 
.93 .93 
2.77 2.77 
.33 033 
32x0 3300 
4920 4280 
.16 .16 
a74 2874 
-252 .252 
029 029 
2% c52 
6.25 6.25 
0730 .7s 
1.104 1.104 
2260 2260 
f - 1.0 
A - 3.27 
d V v 1 
9345 1.13 9331 
-317 2.10 .600 
-317 2.19 l 770 
0317 4.20 1.02 
.328 4.80 1.44 
-338 5.58 1.61 
0323 5.95 1.37 
v 
d3 
0293 
1.41 
1.74 
7.55 
5.12 
6.45 
4.13 
V !I !L 
D2h D h3 
.465 .24 .' w5 
.576 .297 6.50 
.5s .373 3.79 
1.11 l 395 7.15 
-530 .557 1.16 
0609 .626 1.55 
.532 -570 1.65 
Symbol + 
B-2 
Identification: CPCu*2024~4 
Item Proj. Targ. 
B 
E 
F 
e 
3 
Y 
u 
E. 
H 
a 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
I 
$65 UO 
1.195. .745 
39 a93 
8.9 2.77 
033 .33 
.40 
5482 
.1045 
-934 
I59 
4.42 
1.172 
1.771 
u.45 
4930 
.16 
2874 
.252 
-29 
252 
6.25 
.73o 
1.104 
226(J 
d V *1 v iI 
d3 & D 
!L 
h3 
.328 -295 .194 .284 1.25 .179 39.1 
.325 0335 .344 :416 .845 .271 11.4 
8323 .634 .511 0536 .650 .4o4 4.00 
0333 1.09 .9g4 1.62 .858 .718 1.66 
0338 2.09 1.13 2.60 1.13 -790 1.81 
-36 2.13 2.07 5.50 ,675 1.05 .624 
.328 2.51 2.22 7.67 ,628 .9To .6g6 
.325 2.97 1.83 4.63 0570 .872 0752 
.325 6.00 2.81 14.1 .921 1.20 .640 
.318 6.37 3.00 14.6 1.11 1.27 .g66 
.242 6.70 4.00 55.9 .513 976 .906 
f - 1.0 
A - 3.27 
Symbol x 
B-3 
Identification: Pbe2024T4 
Item 
B 
E 
F 
r 
J 
Y 
u 
6 
H 
c 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K’ 
H' 
Proj. Targ. 
.04 1.20 
,141 -745 
-059 -93 
11.20 2.77 
-45 -33 
,065 3P 
.166 4,780 
.4? a16 
,265 a374 
a0322 ,252 
,083 -29 
,156 252 
2.16 6.25 
,470 -79 
-535 1.104 
,203 2260 
d v n- 1 v 7. 
d' 
v 9 !?L 
D2h D h3 
,322 ,564 -536 -750 ,584 ,347 4.86 
,320 ,610 -357 -639 1.02 ,270 14.0 
,320 ,823 ,698 2.21 1.12 ,415 6.52 
-319 1.38 1;39 2.46 -593 ,806 ,910 
-319 1.52 1.43 3.39 -550 ,693 1.15 
,322 2.22 1.77 4.80 ,472 -740 -855 
f = 1.0 
A - 1.875 
Symbol 0 
B-4 
Identification: Stla2024Tb 
Item Proj. Targ. 
B UO l20 
E 2.11 -745 
F .65 -93 
(3 7.85 2.77 
\) l 3Q -33 
Y lBcJ0 3500 
U 3950 4m 
c -33 a16 
H WJ9 2874 
C -155 ,252 
k al07 -29 
Q 299 252 
C 6.25 6.25 
K 1.758 -7% 
K’ 2.840 1.104 
H' L515 2260 
d V =1 v 9 !L. d3 & D h3 
-356 -533 ,428 a400 -793 -395 5.07 
-353 -975 a979 1.14 -633 a724 1.21 
-356 2.19 2.11 4.88 ,647 1.11 ,521 
a346 2.44 2.35 6.75 ,680 1.14 ,520 
a343 5.28 2.52 11.1 a625 ,980 a650 
,346 5.60 2.48 8.68 a624 1.01 ,604 
,348 5.78 2.55 10.2 a611 1.00 ,611 
f - 1.0 
A - 3.83 
Symbol 3k 
B-5 
Item 
B 
E 
F 
P 
J 
Y 
U 
E 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
Proj. Targ. 
a34 320 
-9% a745 
.244 a93 
7.15 2.77 
-43 -33 
,379 3P 
.W 4.780 
a01 a16 
,541 2&‘4 
-0977 ,252 
-0957 -29 
.627 32 
3.87 6.25 
2.34 -730 
2.81 1.104 
.420 2260 
Identification: h-2024114 
d V ll- 1 
,340 a362 ,187 
-338 a635 ,413 
-339 -983 -786 
,341 1.22 a990 
,318 2.34 1.86 
,318 2.77 2.08 
,325 3.36 2.50 
-313 3.75* 1.72 
,318 3.46 2.10 
a333 4.35+ 1.62 
,330 5.40 2.27 
,231 7.64 4.00 
v 
d3 
.204 
,258 
1.21 
1.51 
5.28 
6.84 
g-64 
4.!30 
8.08 
4.60 
8.90 
60.5 
J- ii! v 
D2h D h3 
1.35 ,208 31.1 
-433 a344 3.68 
-743 a547 2.47 
-760 ,703 1.54 
,712 -933 ,821 
-594 ,882 ,762 
,654 1.03 ,614 
,562 Aoo ,882 
,664 ,867 ,882 
-735 a823 1.09 
l 6a9 -953 -760 
-555 -770 -940 
f = 1.0 
A - 1.61 
Symbol t 
B-6 
Identification: 2024T~~CF'Cu 
Item proj. Targ. 
B 
E 
F 
P 
3 
Y 
u 
UO 
,745 
.93 
2.77 
033 
3510 
4920 
.16 
2874 
.252 
029 
252 
6.25 
l 730 
1.104 
2260 
.65 
1.195 
.49 
8.90 
933 
km) 
a 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
.40 
L482 
.1045 
0934 
u9 
4.42 
1.172 
1.771 
u45 
d V =1 !L V h !L 
d3 & ' h3 
.312 .353 .122 ml64 2.25 .158 90.5 . 
.318 .625 .176 .156 0760 .163 28.7 
0323 1.09 .268 0295 .613 .199 15.5 
.318 1.54 .480 .311 .248 0297 2.83 
.320 2.10 .627 .912 .042 0336 2.43 
0333 5.36 1.17 4.60 0532 .422 2.90 
.323 5.45 1.19 5.03 .524 .417 3.01 
.325 7.02 1.60 11.1 9557 0455 3.69 
d = .67 = 1.44 
Symbol I- 
B-7 
Identification: CPCaa +CPcU 
Item Proj. Targ. d 
.65 
1.195 
.49 
8.90 
033 
4800 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
.40 
1,482 
.1045 
-934 
559 
4.42 
1.172 
1.771 
u45 
.65- 
1.195 
39 
8.90 
033 
18~ 
<300 
.40 
1,482 
.1045 
-934 
139 
4.42 
1.172 
1.771 
u45 
a323 
.326 
-315 
0323 
-333 
.328 
.318 
0330 
-338 
269 
.264 
d3 
.381 .275 .208 
.661 .608 .662 
1.61 1.22 4.80 
2.82' 1.02 2.95 
3.60* 1.19 2.78 
4.61* 1.08 2.27 
4.95 1.62 8.08 
5.43 1.44 6.12 
g.oo* .g70 2.84 
6.20 2.64 32.3 
6.80 3.13 46.7 
V B !L 
D2h D h3 
-507 .226 9.84 
.482 .404 2.96 
0778 .536 2.71 
.557 .448 2.78 
.583 .510 2.25 
4.64 -505 1.82 
.516 0517 1.93 
a585 .535 2.05 
0585 l 433 3.13 
a595 .583 1.75 
.553 .602 1.53 
f = 1.0 
A = 2.0 
Symbol X 
B-8 
Identification: PbBCPCu 
Item Proj. Targ. 
B 
E 
F 
(3 
9 
Y 
u 
E 
H 
.04 
.141 
.059 
11.20 
-45 
.065 
.166 
047 
,265 
.0322 
.083 
.156 
2.16 
.470 
-535 
.203 
.65 
1.195 
.49 
8.90 
-33 
~800 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
.40 
1,482 
.1045 
l 934 
1.59 
4.42 
1.172 
1.771 
u.45 
d V Tr 1 !L h, v d3 & D h3 
.322 .350 .426 .'452 .469 .284 5.81 
-333 .608 .587 -945 -594 -357 4.67 
-330 .985 .845 2.22 -6~ .415 3.67 
-323 2.38 2.29 6.18 3.49 ,820 .520 
f = 1.0 
A = 1.385 
Symbol I 
B-9 
Identification: Stl-CPdu 
Item Proj. Targ. d 
B 
E 
F 
c 
J 
Y 
u 
UO 
2.11 
.65 
7.85 
-30 
e 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
3250 
.33 
5989 
0155 
.107 
299 
6.25 
1.758 
2.840 
3515 
-65 
1.195 
39 
8.90 
l 33 
u.300 
2300 
.40 
1,482 
.1045 
0934 
I59 
4.42 
1.172 
1.771 
u45 
,308 .311 .445 .505 .666 .415 3.88 
.348 .380 .401 .119 .328 ,424 1.83 
*x5 .603 .541 .808 .794 -394 5.34 
0353 1.05 894 1.37 0558 0539 1.92 
-353 1.52 1.9 2.41 0398 .600 1.11 
0343 2.14* .630 0495 .419 .460 1.98 
l 353 4.44* .734 1.59 .664 .406 4.02 
0356 3.02 1.89 10.9 0538 .578 1.61 
0340 4.88 1.76 10.0 0525 .614 1.45 
.348 5.04 1.89 11.8 .564 .568 1.75 
0343 6.82+ 1.11 2.47 .526 0540 1.81 
.270 7.02 2.83 46.7 0137 .546 2.08 
f = .67 
/\ = 4.24 
Symbol A 
B-10 
Identification: Zn-CPC9 
Item Proj. Targ. d 
P 
3 
Y 
u 
L 
-34 
-985 
.244 
7.15 
-43 
,379 
.632 
.lO 
,541 
-0977 
-0957 
-627. 
3.87 
2.34 
2.81 
,420 
-65 
1.195 
.49 
8.90 
-33 
1.800 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
-40 
~482 
.io45 
-934 
759 
4.42 
1.172 
1.771 
u45 
-338 -311 ,286 ,260 ,878 
,328 ,634 ,480 ,568 -723 
,328 2.51* ,697 -855 -574 
-350 2.72* ,710 ,910 .482 
-327 -945 ,816 1.14 .471 
,322 4.10* ,975 1.80 -596 
,328 3.47+ -930 1.99 ,616 
.318 4.55* ,920 2.18 ,620 
,318 1.93 1.20 4.67 ,612 
-323 2.20 1.54 5.94 -630 
,322 4.68. 1.54 6.31 -585 
-315 3.12 1.92 7.10 ,482 
,320 3.91 1.65 7.62 -490 
-323 4.06 1.73 11.6 -594 
,282 7.50 2.70 35.6 -557 
V lT 1 v 
d3 
V 
D2h 
!L !L 
D h3 
,281 11.1 
-376 5.13 
,445 2.51 
,432 2.59 
-473 2.10 
-538 2.07 
l 5oo 2.46 
,470 2.80 
-477 2.71 
,620 1.64 
,582 1.73 
-697 l 995 
,523 1.80 
,516 2.23 
0556 1.80 
= 1.0 
a' = 1.815 
Symbol % 
B-11 
Identification: 2024T3ePb 
Item 
B 
E 
F 
P 
3 
Y 
U 
e 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
Proj. Targ. 
J-20 4.0 
-745 ,141 
093 0059 
2.77 11.20 
-33 -45 
3510 ,065 
4920 .166 
-16 -47 
2874 ,265 
,252 -0322 
-29 ,083 
2.52 .156 
6.25 2.16 
-730 ,470 
1.104 -535 
360 ,203 
,320 -305 -405 -304 ,486 -325 4.80 
,330 ,412 -770 -555 ,510 ,658 1.22 
,318 1.10 ,850 2.18 -736 -453 3.59 
,320 5.32* 1.31 3.95 ,490 -527 1.77 
.310 1.88 1.23 6.66 ,615 ,413 3.62 
,318 6.05~ 1.68 9.98 ,491 ,483 2.10 
,323 3.06 1.69 11.0 ,478 -455 2-W 
,323 6.04* 1.81 12.8 ,484 ,474 2.15 
,318 4.90 2.02 14.4 ,411 ,487 1.80 
,323 5.12 2.13 19.2 ,485 .491 2.01 
f = .67 
A = 2.142 
Symbol y 
B-12 
Identification: CPCu-Pb 
Item 
B 
E 
F 
P 
3 
Y 
U 
e 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
Proj. 
065 .04 
1.195 ,141 
l 49 .059 
8.90 11.20 
-33 -45 
LB00 ,065 
-0 .166 
-40 -47 
ii+82 ,265 
.1045 -0322 
-934 ,083 
1.59 .156 
4.42 2.16 
1.172 ,470 
1.771 -535 
zJ45 ,203 
Targ. d V =I v 4 
d3 & D 
-327 -360 1.55 2.29 -573 -97 
.318 5.02* 1.88 7.50 l 395 -592 
-307 2.83* 2.11 9.70 ,718 ,835 
-323 4.03' 2.22 15.3 ,438 ,562 
-325 5.73 3.09 49.3 ,443 -513 
-333 6.72 3.23 59.6 ,482 ,520 
-325 3.25 3.36 61.4 .498 -555 
-330 5.80 3.00 65.4 .482 ,446 
v. 
h3 
,610 
1.13 
1.03 
1.39 
1.68 
1.78 
1.58 
2.42 
f = -67 
A = 3.585 
Symbol y 
B-13 
Identification: StlbPb 
Item 
e 
J 
Y 
U 
e 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
f= 
Proj. Targ. 
W *CA 
2.11 ,141 
-65 0059 
7.85 11.20 
-30 -45 
km0 .065 
3950 ,166 
-33 -47 
5989 .265 
-155 -0322 
.107 ,083 
2.99 .156 
6.25 2.16 
1.758 ,470 
2.840 -535 
I.515 .203 
-67 
& 4.24 
Symbol 0 
B-14 
d V l-r 1 !L h v dfj k ' h3 
,361 ,314 
,338 2.48* 
,315 4.27' 
,277 3.48 
,383 1.28 
-330 b-79* 
,322 6.37* 
,343 3.14 
,318 5.00 
,274 2.40 
,285 6.82 
.275 5.02 
-338 3.94 
,248 5.75 
,274 5.68 
,298 7.80 
1.55 2.13 ,900 -945 -572 
2.28 10.3 ,524 -774 ,878 
2.58 11.3 ,422 -794 ,670 
2.66 14.2 ,506 ,809 -772 
2.59 18.8 ,470 -66 1.08 
2.40 19.5 ,496 -595 1.41 
2.53 23.4 ,496 -590 1.43 
2.81 3.9 ,483 -590 1.39 
3.00 43.8 -519 ,564 1.63 
2.87 45.0 -553 -539 1.90 
2.96 51.7 ,562 ,520 2.08 
3.15 52.2 -523 -557 1.69 
3.21 61.0 ,504 ,524 1.84 
3.34 65.0 ,490 ,522 1.78 
3.78 -537 
3.63 84.2 ,502 -532 1.77 
Identification: ZnePb 
Item Proj. Targ. d 
(3 
J 
Y 
U 
e 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
.j4 .04 
-985 ,141 
,244 0059 
7.15 11.20 
-43 -45 
.379 ,065 
.632 ,166 
-10 -47 
,541 ,265 
-0977 -0322 
-0957 ,083 
.627 .156 
3.87 2.16 
2.34 ,470 
2.81 -535 
,420 ,203 
,328 ,169 -500 ,341 -591 -450 2.93 
-323 ,169 -590 -345 -595 ,586 1.74 
-20 -3% 1.09 1.82 ,618 ,658 1.43 
-338 ,692 1.50 3.93 ,480 ,645 1.15 
,254 .932* 1.18 4.24 ,510 ,444 2.59 
-338 ,986 1.77 8.00 -479 -574 1.45 
-333 3.79. 1.94 13.5 ,510 ,524 1.86 
,320 4.13' 2.14 20.0 .562 .524 2.04 
-338 1.91 2.6q 29.1 ,526 -563 1.66 
,328 2.26 2.59 32.6 -509 ,522 1.87 
-325 6.35 2.73 42.4 0515 .500 2.06 
,320 4.95 3.18 51.5 .449 .526 1.62 
V R 1 v 
h3 
f = .67 
Aa 3.12 
Symbol 'Q 
B-15 
Identification: 2024T3aStl 
Item 
f 
3 
Y 
U 
Q 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
Proj. Targ. 
w u-0 
-745 2.11 
.93 .65 
2.77 7.85 
-33 -30 
310 1.800 
4920 3250 
-16 -33 
2&‘4 1989 
.252 -155 
-29 ,107 
252 299 
6.25 6.25 
-730 1.758 
1.104 2.840 
4-3 a515 
f = -67 
A= 1.353 
d V n- 1 V 1 
d' 
V Ir v 
D2h D h3 
-325 1.58 .ig5 ,143 
,320 3.25 ,586 -770 -335 ,298 3.76 
-323 5.19 ,920 2.97 -493 ,360 3.80 
,328 6.74 ,915 2.56 -537 ,401 3.35 
Symbol V 
B-16 
Identification: CPCu-St1 
Item Proj. Targ. d 
P 
3 
-65 
1.195 
.49 
8.9 
-33 
L800 
-40 
U82 
-1045 
l 934 
139 
4.42 
1.172 
1.771 
w.45 
4ao 
2.11 
-65 
7.85 
-30 
l&Q 
3250 
-33 
x8@ 
-155 
,107 
299 
6.25 
1.758 
2.840 
1315 
-330 1.09 ,770 2.36 ,424 ,286 
-330 1.80 ,760 1.53 ,504 -375 
-325 1.74 -993 2.63 ,665 -500 
-325 2.18 1.09 3.51 -532 ,442 
-98 2.24 1.06 2.86 -533 ,469 
.330 4.45, 1.00 2.50 ,588 ,495 
,341 5.04* 1.20 4.66 1.28 -690 
-336 5.09' 1.27 4.73 -557 -473 
,263 6.78 2.55 22.5 ,494 -555 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
V -T 1 
5.19 
3.46 
2.68 
2.73 
2.43 
2.50 
2.70 
2.36 
1.60 
f = 1.0 
A= 1.80 
Symbol 0 
B-17 
Item 
P 
3 
Y 
U 
8 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
Proj. Targ . 
.t?b W 
,141 2.11 
.059 .65 
11.20 7.85 
-45 l 3Q 
.=5 4Bm 
,166 3950 
-47 -33 
.265 19%' 
-0322 -155 
,083 ,107 
,156 299 
2.16 6.25 
,470 1.758 
-535 2.840 
.203 l!x5 
Identification: Pb-St1 
d V If 1 v !L !L 
d3 & D h3 
l 331 .469 -153 -305 1.49 -133 84.0 
-325 ,803 ,508 -585 ,469 -25 4.45 
,325 2.10 ,914 2.50 ,488 -389 3.23 
f = 1.0 
A = 1.31 
Symbol l 
B-18 
Item 
B 
E 
F 
e 
3 
Y 
U 
e 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
Proj. Targ. 
UO W 
2.11 2.11 
.65 -65 
7.85 7.85 
-3 -30 
5800 0~ 
3950 3950 
-33 -33 
1989 u89 
l 155 -155 
,107 ,107 
299 299 
6.25 6.25 
1.758 1.758 
2.840 2.840 
5515 v15 
Identification: Stle St1 
d 
-350 
,282 
,348 
-356 
-330 
-353 
,348 
l 345 
,254 
-157 
V w 1 !L !i !L d3 k D h3 
1.01 ,508 -558 ,616 ,380 4.27 
4.27' ,657 1.33 ,980 ,456 4.72 
2.17 -790 1.91 -552 ,378 3.86 
3.84. ,800 1.89 -563 -390 3.70 
4.05* 1.16 3.34 -538 ,504 2.13 
2.87 1.37 3.98 ,486 -560 1.56 
5.61' 1.13 4.05 -535 ,463 2.78 
6.10* 1.41 6.32 2.30 1.00 2.30 
7.10 2.20 22.4 .640 -550 2.11 
8.57 2.42 30.8 ,780 .6oo 2.17 
f = 1.0 
A = 2.0 
Symbol d 
B-19 
Identification: ZnBLtl 
Item 
P 
v 
Y 
U 
Q 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
Proj. Targ. 
.34 U.0 
-9% 2.11 
.244 .65 
7.15 7.85 
-43 -30 
.379 U-J 
,632 3950 
.lO -33 
.541 5989 
-0977 l 155 
-0957 ,107 
.627 299 
3.87 6.25 
2.34 1.758 
2.81 2.840 
,420 3515 
d V Tr 1 V -7 
d= 
,341 ,762 -253 -325 
,342 -762 -297 -350 
,326 ,896 -3% ,314 
,320 2.97' ,516 .606 
,302 1.60 -755 1.45 
-317 2.29 -785 1.56 
,318 2.28 1.02 2.81 
,313 3.52 1.20 3.28 
.333 5.40 1.22 3.52 
.3~8 6.50 1.25 3.93 
V 
D2h 
-855 ,206 20.2 
,696 ,228 13.3 
-94 ,267 5.36 
l 395 ,298 4.45 
-597 ,423 3.36 
,518 ,400 3.23 
-550 -459 2.65 
-500 ,516 1.87 
,627 -570 2.38 
.562 ,530 2.00 
f = 1.0 
A= 1.65 
Symbol # 
B-20 
Identification: 2024T3eZn 
Item Proj. Targ. 
f =.67 
A = 2.85 
Symbol 8 
B 
E 
F 
e 
J 
Y 
U 
e 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K’ 
H' 
X20 
-745 
093 
2.77 
-33 
3.510 
4,920 
-16 
a74 
,252 
.a 
252 
6.25 
-730 
1.104 
2260 
-34 
-985 
.200 
7.15 
-43 
.379 
,632 
.lO 
,541 
-0977 
l 0957 
,627 
3.87 
2.34 
2.81 
.420 
d v fllV V 
2 ? 
dJ D=h 
,328 ,396 ,023 
,318 ,545 .080 
-325 ,693 ,117 
,318 1.09 ,200 ,311 ,985 
,320 1.60 ,318 .606 ,753 
,318 ,935 2.66 ,556 
,328 3.75 1.09 3.72 ,528 
,333 4.35 1.62 4.60 ,734 
,333 5.04 1.22 5.15 ,665 
.yo 5.83 1.41 6.06 ,592 
,318 5.18 1.32 7.00 ,645 
4. !L 
D h3 
.025 
-077 
.094 
-152 39.1 
,199 19.1 
.415 3.23 
,428 3.11 
,823 1.09 
,485 2.83 
,524 2.16 
,460 3.06 
B-21 
Identification: CPCu .aZn 
Item 
B 
E 
F 
P 
d 
Y 
U 
e 
H 
C 
k 
e 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
Proj. Targ. 
.65 .34 
1.195 .985 
.49 .24+ 
8.90 7.15 
-33 043 
lBofJ -379 
4300 .632 
.40 .lO 
1482 ,541 
.1045 0 0977 
.934 00957 
559 .627 
4.42 3.87 
1.172 2.34 
1.771 2.81 
al45 .420 
d V yr 1 v V 9 !L 
d3. D2h D h3 
.3~7 9367 l 331 -345 1.06 -333 9.52 
.324 .545 .414 0327 
l 329 .g14 .g42 1.61 .652 0578 2.02 
-339 1.85 1.55 5.90 l 540 .580 1.60 
.338 4.12 1.74 7.74 -574 .627 1.46 
.330 5.32 2.08 11.7 -657 .711 1.52 
.263 7.25 2.58 7.70 .61 1.15 .458 
f = .67 
n = 2.23 
Symbol I3 
B-22 
I 
Identification: Pb--CZn 
Item Proj. Targ. d V "1 q 7 V 
B .04 l 34 
E .141 l 985 
F 0059 .244 
P 11.20 7.15 
3 045 .43 
Y ,065 .379 
u 166 6% 
e 947 .lO 
H .265 .541 
C .0322 l 0977 
k .083 -0957 
Q .156 .627 
C 2.16 3.87 
K .470 2.34 
K' -535 2.82 
H' .203 ,420 
d= DCh 
.324 .346 .204 294 0740 
.324 .564 .470 .883 0763 
-316 1.01 1.22 2.60 -439 
.325 2.29 1.52 7.55 10.8 
= 1.0 
= 1.475 
Symbol -'+ 
h 5 v 
h3 
.146 34.7 
-90 8.50 
-550 1.45 
0557 2.13 
~-23 
Item Proj. Targ. 
B 
E 
F 
(3 
J 
Y 
U 
510 
2.11 
l 65 
7.85 
-3 
18(30 
x950 
-33 
u89 
0155 
.107 
299 
6.25 
1.758 
2.840 
L515 
.34 
0985 I.443 0565 .4go .a0 
El 
H 
c 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
.244 
7.15 
.43 
.379 
.632 
.lO 
.541 
00977 
-0957 
.627 
3.87 
2.34 
2.81 
,420 
f z.67 
A = 2.54 
Symbol q 
B-24 
Identification: StldZn 
d V lT 1 !L 
d3 
l 317 0335 0400 0313 
.316 .g14 1.09 1.62 
0336 1.89 1.40 4.47 
l 351 2.45 1.74 9.78 
0356 3.53 1.69 7.34 
.337 5.10 2.03 11.3 
.340 7.96 1.89 11.6 
0157 8.30 3.71 115. 
v 
D2h 
l 970 
.710 
0575 
.634 
.720 
.605 
.572 
.600 
.870 
h v 
' h3 
.446 34.7 
.419 4.05 
0675 1.27 
.617 1.66 
.624 1.85 
.@Q 1.52 
0655 1.33 
.632 1.51 
.622 2.25 
Identification: ZneZn 
Item 
B 
E 
F 
P 
? 
Y 
u 
l 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
K 
K' 
H' 
Proj. Targ. 
.34 -34 
l 985 l 985 
.2w, .244 
7.15 7.15 
043 .43 
.379 .379 
.W -6% 
.lO .lO 
.541 ,541 
00977 00977 
l 0957 -0957 
.627 .627 
3.87 3.87 
2.34 2.34 
2.81 2.81 
.420 .420 
d V -r'l v 
d3 k 
0325 0355 0172 
.312 0545 .278 .328 6.45 
0335 1.01 .796 1.32 9585 
0323 2.39 1.18 3.83 .650 
-310 3.76 1.46 4.34 0530 
.313 5.10 1.93 11.3 -593 
.282 7.15 2.34 18.7 .266 
!I !L 
D h3 
0157 
i674 14.2 
.470 2.63 
0527 2.76 
.615 1.41 
,607 1.61 
.428 1.45 
f = 1.0 
A = 2.00 
Symbol 0 
~-25 
r 
APPENDIX C 
TABULATED DATA FOR THIN AND BUMPERED TARGETS 
The data for the ballistic limit (B.L.) of thin sheets, and 
the crater depth in bumpered targets are presented in this appen- 
dix. The ballistic limit is defined as that velocity at which a 
given configuration just defeats a given projectile, that is, a 
marginal puncture occurs. Data for complete punctures were use- 
less for the purposes of this study, and were not collected. 
These data were taken from the technical literature, with the 
exception of few shots performed at Denver Research Institute under 
an unrelated Martin contract. 
The bumpered target data were collected in punched card form 
from Ref 11 and 13 and are presented as a tab run. Because of the 
limitations- of the symbols available, the headings do not agree 
exactly with the symbols of Table 1 and are defined below. 
RHO P 
VEL 
TlEQ 
L/D 
H/D 
H/T2 
FACT 
TP/D 
= P , 
P 
projectile density; 
= v, impact velocity; 
= (.tlp), actual bumper thickness multiplied by the 
ratio of bumper material density to 2.79, divided 
by projectile diameter; 
= (J/d), scale standoff distance; 
= (h/d), scale crater depth in second sheet; 
= Chlt2>s ratio of depth of damage in second sheet to 
thickness of second sheet; 
= factor from Fig. 8 which corrects second sheet damage 
depth to thickness which would just be punctured under 
the same conditions. This factor is always greater 
than 1.0 but the 1 was omitted on some cards; 
= (‘Pld) 
= FACT x H/D, scale thickness of second sheet 
which would have been punctured under the same con- 
ditions; 
C-l 
T/D = &Id) + <'p/d>* total thickness of equivalent struc- 
ture which would just be punctured under the same con- 
ditions; 
RHOT = ot, second sheet density; 
No. = identifying shot number from Ref 11 and 13. 
The data have been segregated by bumper thickness and standoff 
distance, and arranged in order of increasing impact velocity. 
Only data for aluminum projectiles were analyzed in Chapter IV 
due to time limitations. 
c-2 
Ifem 
B 
E 
F 
P 
v 
Y 
U 
6 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
pm 
195 
l ?45 
.93 
2.79 
.33 
2820 
4360 
.22 
2874 
.252 
.29 
2.52 
Reference 11 
Identificaticmt Al -rXWl3 
Assuied Hsterialst 2017T4+ 2024T3 
B.L. t d $ 
Ja 7.4 1.16 .32 3.625 
.?45 
.93 
a?7 
033 
2300 
47w 
.185 
2874 
.252 
029 
252 
6.25 
c-3 
1tan 
B 
E 
F 
P 
v 
Y 
U 
e. 
H 
PW Targ 
Ix, m 5.74 1.90 .4?6 3.99 
.745 .745 
.93 .93 
2.77 2.77 
033 .33 
23fJo 2300 
4w 4780 
.185 .185 
2874 2874 
.252 .252 
.29 .29 
252 252 
6.25 6.25 
Reference 19 
Identification: x)24- m2h 
Amuted Materiala: 2024T3 - 2fX4m 
B.L. t d 4 d 
c-4 
xtg! 
B 
E 
F 
P 
IJ 
Y 
U 
i 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
F-3 T-is 
us 
1.968 
2.23 7.92 
wo 
?JVO 
.44 
Reformcot 20 
Identification: BOROSILICATE GLASS - CBS 302 
Aseumed Materialsr 
B.L. t 
8.79 .00660 
6.45 .OO660 
5.74 .OO660 
5.53 .OO521 
7.99 .OO52l 
7.85 A0521 
7.41 .OO521 
824 .OO521 
6.98 .00521 
10,oC .00521 
5.18 .00254 
4.63 .00254 
5.18 .0O254 
3.43 .00254 
4.19 .OO254 
3.12 .0O254 
3.52 .OO254 
2.67 .00254 
4.33 D254 
3.98 SO254 
3.08 .00254 
2.w .00127 
8.31 .00673 
9.G a)673 
13.l4 .00762 
8.70 a)737 
13.73 an49 
10.27 l 749 
2.59 .O0178 
2.29 .Cmqo 
2.16 ~I0216 
d m 
AJO .13bc156 
2 
d 
1.368 
1.368 
1.368 
1.079 
1.079 
1.079 
1.079 
1.079 
1.079 
1.079 
.526 
.526 
.526 
.526 
,526 
.526 
.526 
.526 
.526 
.526 
.526 
.263 
1.395 
1.395 
1.579 
1.526 
1.553 
1.553 
.368 
9395 
.447 
t-5 
Itab Proj T-g 
B 58 
E .457 
F 
P 2.23 1.770 
3 
Y mo 
u 2530 
c 229 
H 
ReferenCe 20 
Idantification: ~ROSILICATE GLASS * Mg AZ31B-0 
Aammi Materials:. 
B.L. t d m 
7.91 .0104 .W483 .13lxlo-6 
4.10 .00864 
6.51 .00648 
6.25 .00622 
5.12 .005?2 
2.94 .00508 
3.72 .00826 
2.35 l 622 
11.34 .01676 
8.40 .01575 
7.85 .01549 
9.40 .01626 
9.66 .ol422 
12.30 901473 
5.50 .01397 
6.00 .01016 
7.30 .01372 
4.05 .01054 
7.74 .Olll8 
2.09 SO470 
& 
d 
2.158 
1.789 
1.392 
1.290 
la4 
1.053 
1.702 
1.290 
3.474 
3.263 
3.210 
3.368 
2.947 
3.053 
2.895 
2.105 
2.842 
2.184 
2.316 
,974 
c-6 
B .70 
E 
F 
P 2.23 1.828 
3 
Y 
U 
4 .Ol 
H 
Reference 20 
Identification: KMSILICATE GLASS - QW BE?ZYLLIUM 
Hot Rolled 
Amnmmd Materials8 
B.L. 
6.55 
4.71 
4.60 
5.81 
5.u 
8.12 
5.07 
8.61 
12.69 
7.47 
4.71 
2.58 
7.20 
t d m 
.00508 000513 158 x 1O-9 
.W62 
a0762 
a0762 
l 927 
.00927 
.0094 
.01156 
.012C6 
.0x206 
.0052l 
a0495 
.00952 
4 
d 
.990 
1.485 
1.485 
1.485 
1.807 
1.807 
1.782 
2.252 
2.351 
2.351 
1.015 
.965 
1.856 
c-7 
1tml 
B 
E 
F 
P 
3 
Y 
U 
d 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
Proj TW8 
.45 
.71? 
.93 
2.23 2.687 
033 
300 
Em 
.247 
2874 
.252 
033 
w 
Refemnce 20 
Identification: BOFMILICATE GLASS e 5052-O 
Assumed Materialst 
B.L. 
6.16 
6.77 
5.W 
5.42 
8.91 
5.93 
7.42 
9.63 
t 
.00851 
.00851 
.OQ711 
do686 
.01092 
.00864 
A0864 
. 0127 
d m 
.ofxl3 158x l& 
.0(3513 
a513 
a513 
SW13 
awl3 
l 513 
.m513 
4 
d 
1.658 
1.658 
1.386 
1.337 
2.129 
1.683 
1.683 
2.475 
C-8 
Refawlco 21 
Identification: Ketoe Stl- Mag AZ 5lX,B$&46T 
Amaned Materials: 
1trn pw Tw8 B.L. t d m 4 d 
B 169 3.17 .70 a78 ,023 3.93 
E 
F 
P 7.85 
3 
Y 
U 
c 
H 
c-9 
--..- .--- ._..--..,-- 
1tm pwl Tar8 
B 569 
E 
F 
P 7.85 
IJ 
Y 
U 
e 
H 
Reference 21 
Identification: Ketos St1 --+ 2024T3 
Asstnued Materials: 
B.L. t d m i d 
3.17 .49 .178 ,023 2.75 
C 
c-10 
1taa 
B 
E 
F 
P 
3 
Y 
U 
c 
H 
,745 
.93 
7.85 2.79 
.33 
,703 
v30 
22 
.W 
252 
Reference 21 
Idontificationt Ketos St1 - 1780 
Assmned Materials: 
B.L. t d m r: d 
3.17 .58 .178 .023 3.26 
c-11 
1taan Targ B.L. t d i d 
B X69 
E 
23 3.17 .70 .178 3.93 
,745 
F .93 
P 7.85 2.71 
3 .33 
Y .352 
U ,913 
6 .45 
H 
C 252 
k 
Q 
C 
.53 
252 
Bef oreno 2 1 
Identification: Ketor (Stl) -cI 250 
Assumed Haterialst 
c-12 
rtg! 
B 
E 
F 
P 
3 
Y 
U 
Q 
B 
F-3 Targ 
.98 W 
B.L. t d 4 'd 
.43 .159 ,238 .668 
,745 .83 . 318 1.336 
.93 1.20 .635 2.67 
2.77 1.87 .794 .238 3.335 
-33 
.185 
2874 
.252 
.29 
252 
6.25 
Idahification: 2024 
A~sumul Xateridbr &I -V x)24m 
C-13 
Reference 22 
Idmtification: glass 
Assumd Materialat St1 --) Glass 
1tun Pro3 T=-g B.L. t d 2 d 
B 25 a-27 .238 0533 
E .63 ,318 1.336 
F 1.27 0635 2.67 
P 2.46 1.27 .238 5.33 
I! 
Y 
U 
t 
H 
c-14 
nail 
B 
E 
F 
P 
IJ 
H 
C .252 
Reference 23 
Identification: Piano Wire 
Assumed Materials: 
pw Targ B.L. t 
w 4.0 0695 
.745 
.93 
2.77 
.33 
3.4 
6.25 
e M24T3 
d m It: d 
.I78 ,023 3.90 
c-15 
1tan 
B 
E 
F 
P 
J 
Y 
u 
H 
C 
k 
G 
C 
Proj 
469 
7.85 
Targ 
420 
.745 
.93 
2.77 
-33 
3,300 
k7W 
,185 
2879 
,252 
.29 
a2 
6.25 
Reference: 23 
Identification: Ketoa St1 --) 2024T3 
ASSUmsd 
Materitia: 
B.L. t d m 
2.0 ,319 ,178 .023 
3.2 .628 ,178 ,023 
3,2 - .356 .187 
58 2.4 ,352 .180 6.08 
h 
d 
1.791 
3.53 
c-16 
Reference: 16 
1tan 
B 
E 
F 
P 
I) 
Y 
U 
6 
H 
Identification: AL+202I+T4 
Assumed Haterials: 
Proj Targ B.L. t d m 4 d 
w 10.0 1.27 .380 .08 3.34 
,745 9.0 2.54 .591 .3 4.30 
.93 
2.77 2.77 
.33 
3300 
6780 
.185 
2874 
.252 
.29 
252 
6.25 
c-17 
Itern 
B 
E 
F 
P 
d 
Y 
U 
4 
H 
Reference: 24 
Identification: PYREXGLASS-2024T3CLAD 
Assumed Materials: 
pm3 Targ B.L. t d In 4 d 
UO .762 01575 93175 .496 
.745 
.93 
2.23 2.77 
.33 
300 
4780 
.185 
2W4 
.252 
.29 
252 
6.25 
c-18 
Itan PWl 
B 
E 
F 
P 
d 
Y 
U 
d 
H 
Refsremmt MwtinDmverEighthShot 
Identification: GLASS -202lm 
Asmmed Materials: 
T-g 
UO 
.745 
.93 
2.77 
.33 
2300 
43’80 
.185 
2874 
.252 
.29 
352 
6.25 
B.L. t d 
5.37 .2565 
m 4 
d 
.ool 
A006 
c-19 
Item P-3 
B 
E 
F 
P 
3 
Y 
H 
C 
k 
Q 
C 
Refermcer Martin Denver Sixth Shot 
Identification: GLASS BALL --T 2ol4T6 
Assumed Materialst 
Targ B.L. t d m 
133 5.58 ,475 .0062 
l 745 
.93 
2.77 
.33 
lc220 
2780 
.ll 
@74 
.252 
.37 
252 
6.25 
c-20 
BUMPERED TARGET DATA 
- __-- ----- .---.-----._-.- . _ .-.. _. - - .References 11 and 13:. . 
.-@iLPVEC_~ TUEQ.. .:U!2. _ H/D ..H!‘T2.. FACT V/I! .._ ..T42 ._ RHO T. 
ALUMINUM 2017 PROJECTILES Q ALUMINUM 707516 TARGETS L/D&96 
--------------- --.---- -. -... . -. 
2.79 5.86 .192 3.994 .Ykii ,186 1.69 1.254 1,446 .2;'dO 
-2,_7_9_-___7-~9_7_____,1_9_Q____3,9’3___ . . ..X!!l- -.__ dS0 _____ CJO 1 018 1 208 2 00 ---------C-..---- _-.. 9----------.-.. ___ . _ _. 
2.79 7.29 .190 3.994 .6619 .166 1.70 1,125 1.315 2.80 
2.79-a.-- 3,-B.%- ~,5l3.2--c154--.1.70-~1.wQ!& ls-23!k.2&0_-.. 
2.79 7.44 ,192 3,994 .6541 ,164 1.70 1.112 1.304 2.80 
2~7%.~~~7~CGL_.~ *.192--.._ 3.99Y 7799 e-. -_.. - .-_ -9.. 391 1 56 -. .._.. - ._,---- L2lI.. L4.09 _.__._ ?,.W __.__ 
2.79 7.47 ,190 3,994 .6557 .164 1.70 1,115 1.305 2.80 
____ - _____ -- .._____ -_.- _ . 
2.79 6.10 ,321 3.99 ,239O ,066 Y.730 .413 .734' 2.bo 
2,.ELwh.4h..- . ,306 3a.99 ,38.99 ,195 1169 __ .,6589 ,965 .2,80 
2.79 7.47 ,306 3.99 ,5189 .130 1.71 .8873 1.193 2.80 
NO. 
1560 
1352 
1336 
1557 
1544 
$545 
1333 
1226 
996 
1351 
w.----..-A!.!JMI.N!.!b! ?.Qlc7 PRQJECTILES 0 ALUMINUM 7075T6 TARGETS LiDfi5.3 
-L---.-A-.. 2 77 5 79 .-.- . *I71 5.33 ,827 .620 .355 1.12 1.29 2.77 
2.79 7.35 ,204 5,336 ,468s .117 1.72 .8058 1.010 2.80 
-------_-- ..-- -._- --- _.-- 
.A&MJ,bk!!4~_2_0h? PROJECTILES Ia IWJM~NUM 2024T3 TARGETS L/W8,0, 
008 
1767 
!\I 
I J 
2.79..- .5,5.5.. 9 192 7,9R7 ,4623 ,233 1.67 .7720 ,964 2.80 1559 
2.79 7.32 ,192 7.987 ,2453 .061 1.73 .4244 ,616 2.80 1556 
2r?9-..--..7.. 32 (I 19.0 7,987 ,2877 ,072 1.73 ,4977 .688 2.80 1335 
2.79 7.47 ,190 7.987 ,224a ,056 1.73 .3889 ,579 2.80 1334 
2.77 3.78 .252 a.00 ,392 ,049 ,735 .680 .932 2.77 263 
.2.&n. .!lJ74 ,252 a.00 .392 ,049 ,735 .6RO .932 2.77 264 
2.77 5.23 ,252 8.00 ,432 ,054 ,730 .747 .999 2.77 262 
2..7.7 6.49 ,252 a.00 ,316 .cl40 ,735 ,548 .800 2.77 261 
2.77 7.07 ,252 a.00 ,252 ,032 ,720 .433 .6R5 2.77 166 
2.77 7.47 ,252 a.00 ,248 ,031 .720 .426 .678 2.77 169 
RHO P VEi Tl EQ L/D H/D H/T2 FACT TP/O T/D RHO T 
2,.29- 5 l.88 ,306 7.99 .1981 ,050 1.730 .3427 .649 2.80 
2.79 7.38 .306 7.99 .1918 ,048 1.73 .3318 ,638 2.80 
_ -._ - . _ ._ 
2.77 4.25 ,5i4 8.00 .S36 ,536 ,435 ,769 1.28 2.77 
..LzL.-y~ 2.77 
2,11---&-Q 
,501 8.00 ,244 0 ,244 . 0 ,660 7 ,405 . 1 ,906 2 2.77 
_...._ -diu _. 8.90 ,364 ,364 ,585 ,577 1908 2.77 
2.77 7.36 ,514 8.00 ,472 ,472 ,490 .703 1.22 2.77 
.2,-7L 7AS-Q.. .r5.e 8.00 ,780 ,780 ,210 1.46 1.97 2.77 
-------- . -. 
ALUMINUM 2017 PROJECTILES 0 ALIJMINUM 202’+T3 TARGETS L/D#10,7 
------------- -- _--__... 
2.77 7.16 ,087 
2.77 7.27 ------------------_. .rw 
2.77 7.35 .112 
--_.-_-_ -_ .-. 
2.77 3.23 
.&J_7_--.-3-~-7_5_- 
2.77 4.24 
_2~-~_7_-__-~_C2-~.---- 
2.77 4.27 
2.77---CrLZb. 
2.77 4.31 
2 Y-7 . _ _ .!L3.3. 
2.77 4.42 
2J7-. 3,w . 
2.77 6.19 
&Z?- ,_ 713? 
2.77 7.32 
2,77. 7.42 . . ._ _ 
2.77 7.44 
2 77 7 45 .---D-------Y _- 
2.77 7.48 
2JL..-- --c __._. 7 53 
2.77 7.53 
2 J----. 77 .- 7 .A----- 59 ._ 
2.77 7.99 
,170 
,170 
,172 
A.1 7.1 
,171 
..223. 
,171 
P 170 
.200 
-47 1 
,171 
* 1.71 
,224 
.A.70 
.171 
r1.71 
,171 
;171 
,224 
*.I71 
,173 
Y .17.1 
.171 
10.7. 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7. 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
,496 .372 .575 .783 ,868 2.77 328 
,779 ,584 .400 1.09 1.17 2.77 329 
.400 .300 ,625 .650 ,762 2.77 345 
,699 ,524 .450 1.01 l,lR 2.77 297 
1.26 .948 .050 1.32 1.49 2.77 299 
,608 ,456 .515 .921 1.09 2.77 298 
1.33 1.00 ,000 1.33 1950 2,77 280 
,651 ,488 ,480 .963 1.13 2.77 246 
,491 ,368 ,580 ,777 1.00 2.77 140 
,768 .576 ,400 1.08 1.25 2.77 ,136 
,912 ,684 ,290 1.18 1.35 2,77 030 
,496 ,372 ,570 ..779 ,979 2.77 024 
,416 ,312 ,620 .674 ,845 2,77 244 
,475 ,356 ,590 ,755 ,926 2.77 455 
,485 .364 ,590 .771 ,942 2.77 367 
,229 ,172 .725 ,395 ,619 2.77 346 
,496 .372 .575 .781 ,951 2.77 348 
,309 ,232 ,670 .516 ,68'7 2.77 358 
,309 ,232 .670 .517 .688 2.77 306 
,491 ,368 ,580 ,776 .947 2.77 369 
,277 .208 .680 ,465 ,636 2.77 326 
,416 ,312 .620 ,674 ,898 2.77 360 
.30.4 ,228 .670 .50R .679 2.77 391 
,619 ,464 ,510 .935 1.11 2.77 231 
c256 .192 .690 .433 .604 2.77 390 
.384 ,228 .670 .641 .812 2.77 212 
NO. 
1225 
1350 
271 
273 
344 
180 
173 
174 
_ _ _ ._ _ _ _ . _ _ 
RHO P VEL Tl EQ L/D 
. AML .1 c I4 _ ,256 10.7 
2.77 2.21 ,256 10.7 
-.-._ . 
2.77 1.23 ,336 10.7 
2.77 3.90 ,336 10.7 
-=Ye-=- lQe7 2.77 .341 10.  
-__2,22_-_-~:6~--_.,3~..~ .lO..t 
2.77 4.65 ,336 10.7 
___2,7L_--_5,L2___._,336_-_._lQ.~7_ 
2.77 6.04 ,336 10.7 
.2.77-_L3& ..-. 10.7 
2.77 6.19 .336 10.7 
--_2,-tL___-6,~..___.,.3.4-1-.. 10.7. 
2.77 6.23 ,336 10.7 
__...2r77_--.-_~~3.2_.. _.a.336 10 .7 
2.77 7.33 ,341 10.7 
-.-2LL2_.7&4~L....... 133 1 lQ.7 
2.77 7.51 .347 10.7 
..-.217L.. .L55-.-. *336. 10.7 
2.77 7.64 ,336 10.7 
_-----_----- ---- ------ ---_ - ..-.. 
2.77 4.13 ,378 10.7 
2.77-_iLzL-v.-x37& 1Q.7 
2.77 4.28 .,364 10.7 
___2~_77_____~~2~_.-...,_37_8_..- .lO..l.
2.77 4.31 ,373 10.7 
---2L77---AL3-7-- ..L378. 1037 
2.77 6.10 .378 10.7 
..--2,zz---Ad3--- ,362 10.7 
2.77 6.15 ,378 10.7 
___2,7?____-1,33---_,373..-. 1017 
2.77 7.83 ,378 10.7 
___-- .____ -- __- .._..__. -_ _.. _. 
2.77 7.71 .686 10.7 
.----...- . 
H/O H/T2 FACT TP/D T/D RHO T NO. 
,165 ,016 ,740 ,287 .543 2.77 419 
,528 ,050 .735 .916 1.17 2.77 418 
,155 .015 .?40 
,160 ,120 ,715 
,336 .-.252~.- . ..660 
,325 .244 ,660 
.251---..*lM -. c690 
.325 
l .251 
,261 
,13.9 
.192 
,176 
.416 
.277 
,261 
,133 
.299 
,469 
.240 
,244 ,660 
.L lp_s~-.~~*490 
,196 ,690 
. l.Q!L - . 720 
-..- 
,144 ,705 
.132. ,710 
,312 ,620 
,208 ,680 
,196 .6R5 
.lQQ ,720 
,224 .670 
c.352.. ,595 
,180 ,695 
.27Q 
.274 
,558 
,540 
,424. 
.540 
e-424.. 
.441 
,239 
.327 
..301 
.674 
,465 
.440 
,229 
,495 
,748 
.407 
.606 
,610 
,a.99 
,881 
..76Q. 
.876 
,.X0. 
.777 
.57-5 
,663 
.642 
1.01 
,801 
.781 
,560 
,842 
1.08 
,743 
2.77 420 
2.77 462 
2.77 021 
2.77 435 
2 * 7.7 374 
2.77-y 274 
2 e-77. 373 
2.77 243 
2.77 461 
2.77 442 
2.77 366 
2.77 247 
2.77 244 
2.77 357 
2.77 370 
2.77 230 
2.77 359 
2.77 269 
,405 
..549 
,373 
,400 
,277 
,304 
,309 
,315 
,267 
.187 
,176 
.304 
,412 
,280 
-,300 
,208 
*22s- 
,232 
,236 
,200 
. . 1 QQ.. 
.132 
.625 .65R 
,545 ..848 
,630 ,608 
,625 1.03 
,680 .465 
r67Q r5Q8 
,670 ,516 
,670 ,526 
.685 .45@ 
,710 ,320 
,720 .303 
1.04 
1.23 
l 972 
2.077 
,838 
,886 
.894 
,888 
,828 
,693 
.681 
. 
2.77 
2.77 
2.77 
-- 
2.77 
2.77 
2.77 
2.77 
2.77 
2.77 
2.77 
334 
336 
022 
335 
138 
208 
333 
331 
332 
347 
209 
,208 .156. ;700 1.04 1.73 2.77 211 
_---__----__----------------------------~ 
2.79 1.10 0.00 15.97 
~2.29~6.88o.o0~- -.-lsa 
2.79 7.38 0.00 15.97 
.-.-L7P- . ..L34---e-Q.!lQ- _,_ 15..97... 
2.79 7.41 0.00 15.97 
2.,.7.%-. L9.4~~---QJs!o-~~. -15*_97... 
2.79 7.47 0.00 15.97 
2.79_~.-~Q~-o....-.. 1sLn 
.477 
LL459 
1.997 
- .2 c855 
,953 
2L20R 
2.148 
LQQ. 
1.00 
.--a!!6 ._ 
1.00 
.l,QQ. 
1.00 
e921. ._ 
.538 
.-1,oo. 
i,bO 
laC3. 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1,075 
1.43 
1 ..QQ -. 
___ .- .__. 
.477 
3,92,9... 
1.997 
2.855 
.953 
2,374 
3,072 
_1. .11-o- 
.477 2.80 
3 909 2 80 __..-. 9 _.... .- .-..P 
1.997 2.80 
2;855 2.,80 
,953 2.80 
2.371c...,800 
3.072 2.80 
..L-!xL __ 2*8-Q-.. 
_ __._ 1316 
1329 
1319 
1320 
1330 
1332 
-.-..-.- 1328 
2.79 7.50 0.00 15.97 2.994 1.00 1.00 2.994 2.994 2.80 
2.79 7.53 0.00 3.99 2.028 .411 1.55 3,143 3.143 2.80 
2.79 7.56 0.00 3.9%--. iuEL... &u-..- _ Lt EL-.- 3 121 3,121. .?,SP ~__ 
2.79 7.59 0.00 15.97 2.855 1.00 1.00 2,855 2.855 2.80 
---------------------------------------- ---.-._ -------- ----_. - _--.. 
2.79 .72 .0915 15.97 ,0487 .024 
.----~,-79--___1c15----~Q~l~---l~~9-7~ . ..2563..... &Z& 
2.79 1.89 .0915 15.97 .4796 ,120 
2.79 2.68 00915 15e97 _ .73-%3-s-d8--..M 
2.79 2.91 .0915 15.97 .8569 ,429 
-----~~-~_9----2-~91---_~-Q~~~---l~ 97 8632 432 t------r--- ..__ - . ?-----..-- 
2.79 3.00 ,091s 15.97 .8947 ,448 
_____ 2_._7_9_-___,,S_2_-----~Q~~~---l~t~~- -,.w..L ~.3!!!!.l 
2.79 6.89 ,091s 15.97 .4009 ,201 
_ __-__-.-.--- ..__ .-.. _.-- - _ ._ - 
1.735 .0845 ,176 2.80 
.lJL. . .._4_3-~3--...~~$(!.....2.8cI. 
1.72 .a249 ,916 2.80 
1.69 ..e1,241 1.332 2 80 ------t --.- -_ -. . 
1.53 1.311 1.403 2.80 
.!g.%.? ..----t--- .___ --..! ,.._. 1 316 1 408 ..2.,80. _ _ 
1.52 1.3599 1.451 2.80 
--•-_-.._-..-r-,0-99----1_._1.9.1. -2.80 1 60 ._. 
1.69 .678 .769 2.80 
2.79 7.52 9 099 -15,97.--2 3594 . .r 5 55 . ..-A-----L-- 1 425 5691 .-.. -. - &es. 2980 
2.79 7.56 .0915 15.97 .1211 r0606 1.73 .2095 ,301 2.80 
.x2, 2.AO ._ _ 
2.79 7.65 ,091s 15.97 .0843 1.725 .382 2.80 
----- ----- z;-?~ ~-~~~ ----; -i60----1~--,9-~---;-i~~--- -.,i~~-----i-;;ii-----~-~~~ -- ___. .__ ,. 
'-'- .389 2.80 
- 
-- - _ _ .___ _ _ ._ 
2.79 1.09 .190 15.97 .1682 .084 1.725 .2901 ,486 2.80 
..?c?F! _..._ t.97. 2,8Q 
.9558 1.146 2.80 
-- 2i79-----132x0 ---- ---- -&!t! 1_5_:9-LAxi76 _____ ____ 3474 -_--- .__. -1,-w- .._.. dELlf .._ .1&~_1. .._?.,sq~ _ 
2.79 1.94 .190 15.97 .3443 ,086 1.725 .5939 ,784 2.80 
2.79 2.07 .,19015.97.-._..3~8~_.~94._ 1 l 72 -2 61)64 _ &36-- ___ 2. P 8 0. 
2.79 2.40 ,190 15.97 ,926l .773 1.21 1.121 1.311 2.80 
-_----2,-~9_-___~~5----,-1~~----~~-~~~.~-..*7lss-.-..,s~~__---l_,lcL_..__1 ~.056___l.C2~6---2_,80_ 
2.79 3.11 ,190 15.97 .7123 .178 1,695 1.207 1,397 2.80 
1331 
1366 
1353 
1314 
.5 
1 
9 
$3 - 
947 
916 
992 
,914 
920 
1670 
948 
978 
980 
.._--._ 
878 
2 
54 
52 
53 
10 
14 
41 
42 
1118 
- . .._. -_ .- _._ -.. _.___...._ -.. .._. 
RHO P VEL Tl EQ L/D H/D H/T2 FACT TP/D T/D 
~~~_7_9_.e~~,~&~~~~ 190 _ 15 97 __. 5833 146 9 ----- - -3 -- *.. -----.-r------ --l-c71 _ - ~~..?Yu_Lt~-~1,187- .._ 
2.79 3.29 ,190 15.97 ,294o ,074 1.725 .5072 ,697 
2 79 3 38 190 --_~-------..--r_-__----~-- ---- --- AS,-?? 06871 ,172. 1,7qp 1,168 1*35@. 
2.79 3.76 ,190 15.97 ,3694 .185 1.69 .6243 ,814 
A79 3.78 -,190 15*?? I r5299. *655....1.65 ,8743 1.. 064 
2.79 3.87 .190 15.97 ,5047 ,253 1.66 .8378 1.028 
.-1~.287.~-Ld!v.. 
.8587 1,049 
97042 lS% 
2.79 5.18 ,190 15.97 ,6714 ,168 1.70 1,141 i331 
2.79 5.43 ,192 -- _..- 15x.?? _.... x%.371. ! 2.t.S 1 tG& -*7343 4x? 
2.79 5.61 ,190 15.97 l 3192 ,080 1,725 .5506 ,741 
2.79 6.61 ,190 15.97 ,174s 
2,79.7.1Q.19Q.....155r97 l 1588 
2.79 7.19 .190 15.97 ,1588 
._-_2,-z9__-__7*19---~~~9~--~-~5*9~-_-cLa~3-. 
2.79 7.26 .190 15.97 ,0802 
._-_2,i!9_____7,29____,1~a----1~~9_7_--.-Q8~6-. 
2.79 7.29 .190 15.97 .0330 
3.79 7.33 190 1592--..1.211 
2.79 7.38 .190 15.97 .1934 
_-_.~2,79---_-1,91-___119_0___--1~~.9-7 ,a802 
2.79 7.46 .190 15.97 .0173 
._-_2,79_____L~5_Q_____~1_9_2-_-~_15.~47 ,2547 
7.50 .190 15.97 .0645 
-i.%--.201~-1L97 ,0679 
2.79 7.53 .190 15.97 ,174s 
.__-2,-~_9____-l_c'-----~2~1-----1~~~~-._,503r 
2.79 7.56 .190 15.97 .2091 
__-2,_79-__-1-~~~-__-s1.532____1_5_rs7__.,~9.~R 
2.79 7.56 .192 15.97 .3805 
2.79u.192 97m.a a270.4 
2.79 7.60 .190 15.97 ,0802 
2 79 7 68 -----3----------c--------*- 190 ts 97 1525 _---__-- --c--.. .--s-. .- . . 
9096 1.72 (6572 ,847 
,046 1,735 .3192 ,509 
,014 1.74 ..0957 ,286 
,108 1.72 .370 ,560 
013 19.7 .3m ,577 
,0764 1.725 .2631 .453 
,044 1,735 .3028 .493 
,Q'LQ-_--lJ35 a2755 ,466 
.040 1,735 .2755 .466 
.,- Q2~---..~~.7_3_5__.-,1027.-...~~.3 
,020 1.74@ .1395 .330 
..%022!L ..lJU.... ,156 ..3.%6. 
,008 1.74 .0574 .247 
,0311-.~,735 .2lcll. .!+QO 
.048 1.730 .3346 .525 
,054. 1.73 .*.1x!? ,329 
.0043 1.74 .O30 ,220 
,064 1.73 -4406 ,.633 
.016 1.74 .1122 .302 
,868 l,lZQ ..9?2Q 1,173 
.058 1.73 .3019 .492 
.I I--- 00 -.--3-- 1 000 --r,------- 5031 TL 704 .._. .___ __ ._ 
.052 1.73 ,3617 ,552 
.c.-.--.. 266 1 -*e.----.--. 650 *-------... 3165 -t--- 508 ._..-.. -.. 
,380 1.57 r5974 .789 
l L35.....-L.,ZL.-s ..cu2,2L, ,651s 
,020l 1.74 ,140 ,330 
RHO.‘. r
2rSO-- _.. 
2.80 
2,80 
2.80 
2.80 
2.80 
2.80 ..----. 
2.80 
2.N ._ 
2.80 
2,W. 
2.80 
2.80 
2.80 
2980 
2.80 
2980 
2.80 
2.80 
2.80 
2.80 
2,B.Q 
2.80 
2*.0C!- 
2.80 
2.80 
2.80 
2.W 
2.80 
2,c30 
2.80 
2.67 
2.80 
Z.67. 
2.80 
_? ,80. 
2.80 
2&Q 
2.80 
2~67 
NO. 
1.117 
1119 
1120 
997 
918 
993 
.W 
976 
913 
1389. 
1564 
1123 
1121 
1122 
1124 
919 
95.1. 
977 
1236 
1237 
1239 
1238 
1242 
993 
1128 
1127 
1241 
723 
902 
1541 
1125 
1671 
1338 
16.72 
1396 
1W 
1543 
1542 
904 
1390 
--... 
n RHO P VEL Tl EQ L/D H/D I 
k 
.-mm29-79 _____ 7193 ____ 119_Q----_LS_c91---..~.2~6. 
_-_-2,-7s---..l-,1-Q ----A 306----A5,9-7-_-, W?? 
2.79 1.87 ,306 15.97 ,261O 
3.79 3.47 . 15.97 a4.874 
2.79 2.59 ,306 15.97 *so31 
.___-i1,7_9--_--2,-72-----~~0~---.~~~-97----c3~l-Q-- 
2.79 2.78 ,306 15.97 .0283 
____ 2,19-----3A62 ____ ,-3L9---- ;~A-- 
2.79 4.76 .306 
2.79E!L%3--A6-15$7- 
2.79 5.43 ,306 15.97 
2 79 6 80 306 15 97 ----..-_(-------..-A-- ____ -*---------- -.c--- 
2.79 6.89 ,306 15.97 
..--_-2,-79-.---7-C1_6___-_~-~~9--..~,5..C?7 
2.79 7.50 .306 15.97 
-.- 1*-m--- LLio, 306w.15,.E7--- 
-1129-6 
.2327 
_ 2.55.7.&. 
.1447 
..* P?4.3- 
,053s 
,0066 
.0472 
,_0!+7?. 
--.- .2.,1p_. 
2.79 
.I c.--_. 92 -.t.-.. 477 .- 
2.12 ,477 
_--. 2,.79 ?_l1+---r4?7---. 
2.79 2.75 .477 
2.79-- -2AfE----a- 
2.79 4.72 ,480 
2.79 5.18 ,480 
2 l E- .--542-l -,rt77L. 
2.79 7.56 ,480 
----2,-79% --7*6Tc----a-97-7--- 
15297 .2107 
15.97 .2421 
-15997 ,0597 
15.97 .1792 
.iL5,9.7_ .1.447 
15.97 .0975 
15.97 .0723 
-ls,-9.7 - ,-2358e 
15.97 .1352 
15,97...-. -a 1698- 
_--- _ _. - 
H;Ti --FACT 
_______ ., _-_ ._.._. 
TP/D T/D 
,012----.L1kt_-- .~Q411--...,.23-l-- 
902.9 .--.L*735 
,131 1.71 
,407 -. 1..55-. 
,503 1,475 
-*l!5!h.._-..L7-Q-L 
,007l 1.74 
.,-0.6-O--- 
,116s 
.lLQ~ & -. 
.0362 
.Q_o.3-. 
.0118 
90118 
,106 
,303 
c 060 
,090 
. . Q724 
.0.488 
.0362 
1059 
.0677 
e-Q42 
tPS1.9.. ..,388 _ 
r4463 .752 
..*7.554 1,061 
.7421 1.048 
5559 862 --t---I ____ -4-------. 
.0492 ,355 
.._ . .- _.. 
RHO T NO’.’ 
- 2,SQ. _... - .- . 7.22. 
-_2.8C! 3 
2.80 11 
2,RO 46 
2.80 45 
.---Le.--- 2 80 15 .__.. _ _.__... __.._._.. .- .__...._., 
2.80 910 
1 73 2156 535 2 80 I ..--- .-- .a-- L- ---a ----------. *-----..--.. 1056 -_-_-_.. _.. _.. 
1.72 .4002 ,706 2.80 912 
l..QQ..-. .r25X&e-,m563.% 2.80. __~..__.. 726. _- ~, 
1.74 .2518 ,558 2.80 911 
1,7.3.5 -._1.636_ -e.t-'47-Q. ._. ? e 80 _ _. .;t;': 
1,735 .0928 ,399 2.80 
-1,7LI. *o.lr5._-,.$30-. .2_,8Q __ .._____ .  1;;: 
1.74 rOR21 ,388 2.80 
1.9 7.3 dm2-I .e 388 .2,WJ _. ._ _._ 905 ., 
1.72 .3624 ,839 2.80 12 
1.625 .3934 ,870 2.80 49 
-1973 A033 ,580 2.80 50 
1.72 .3082 ,785 2.80 16 
L.725.._...250. --cT34- 2, !X!--. _~_ 917 
1.73 .1687 ,649 2.80 915 
1.74 .126 .606 2.80 921 
1 73 4079 885 2 80 . f .------r~---~-.. _ .._ .t 63%. 
1.73 .2339 ,714 2.80 979 
1,X3-ET..-..294.6_. ,772. 2.80 1397 
I 
-----2,-~9-____1_c50--_-_1_,_9_0,__-1_5_,97.~_,Rl.51_ ..dlI_- .- .-A J -74 . ..----?--- 0273 1 t 931 2.,80 - ---- -- _. __ _ _ ..W,,..n. 2.79 7.47 1,904 15.97 0.00 0.00 1.74 0.00 1,904 2.80 1323 I 
2.79 7.65 1.997 15.97 .1352 
__--- .--..-- .-.----. 
1.51 .2312 2.228 2.80 
_- -... - ----- _.._ ._-._- 
,135 1368 
_-----_-_---__------------------- ------ - --- .._. ---- ..-_...--- -----..- -..-..-_-..----. ---_--- ---.-.--.- .-- .-..--. ..- .-. --... . .- - I 
,040 16.0 
&-77----A! b8 J- __-___~~_2_8_-__--~6.0___-_,82_4_--_- 052 ,- --  -___-~1_3_0----_1,-~~----~-~~-~ _--___ 2*-l? ---- ---------A!-z!i~- 
2.77 4.56 ,128 16.0 ,792 ,396 ,560 1.24 1.37 2.77 078 
-~~-~L-___LI.63_-__rr 1_2a_--__l_6_,0----,_7_3_6_____,3_68___-- csas _-.~_1~-167-.._1.295___2_ 77 ,-- _--__.---__-___-0_7_1.._. 
2.77 4.66 ,128 16.0 ,848 ,424 ,535 1.30 1.43 2.77 308 
2.77 5.26 ,128 16b!LmAB!- ___. .0365,735 lcO1 1.14 2.77 ---Aa? __ 
2.77 6.16 ,128 16.0 .424 ,212 ,680 .712 ,840 2.77 076 
2J7--mh-1_8- __._ d28----16~ 0. -_- __- _ Cm--------?---------IJ-----.----.?-- ‘+2’+ 026 735 736 ..- - _.._ 3-----------L----- 864 2 77 425 _______ --__- ______. 
2.77 7.13 ,128 16.0 ,368 ,184 ,690 ,622 .750 2.77 443 
2,~7_7~~~-7dG. __.. -!&8 ___.. JL69.Q 9 1.52 d!LC'__..._._ F 740 . . ..?h!!. _. _--_ . 
2.77 7.92 ,128 16.0 ,120 .008 ,740 ,209 i-~s~..---~t~~---------..-----~~~ . 
--.------..- __-.-. _.-..- --- --_- --__.- -. -.-- - - .._-.- _-..- _....-_..._._. -. . -__ ._ .___.. - __.. 
2.77 ,922 ,256 16.0 ,064 .004 ,740 ,111 .367 2.77 281 
2.77 2.70 ,256 16.0 ,437 
.&-n--- 3 17. ..-*?a% E _. .u?tP ,536 
2.77 3.40 ,256 16.0 ,496 
.232_1_-. ..~!bP_O. ,456 ._ 
2.77 4.63 ,384 
2977 4.80 ,395 
2.77 4.88 ,384 
2.77 5.18 ,288 
2.77-.-...35616.,0 a3 
2.77 5.53 ,256 16.0 ,328 
.~.~~0_16--.-~1!!0.- .?445 
,014 ,740 ,375 
,030. .- .,.7x!. - _ ?!x?J 
,041 .735 .758 
r ? 66. -..!64S _- .*882 
,031 ,730 ,858 
.r_?28. .670 .762 
,024 ,735 ,666 
.*4 37. _,-- JJ. ,685 
,192 ,690 .649 
,144 ,710 .492 
.a027 _-a492 
.020 ,735 ,569 
JOLe -2 Y.7.1. _.._.. - _.. _-_-27? 
.631 2.77 288 
l.t.R--2 m 77 207 - . .._..... _ ._. --^.--. 
1.01 2.77 084 
1.14 .2*?7- ._ .430 
1.11 2.77 271 
1.02 2,77... 307 
,922 2.77 272 
,941 ..?.77- _~____ -_ oeo 
,905 2.77 072 
,748 2.77 673 
,748. ..2.77 __ ,081 
,825 2.77 273 
2,-23----_5,78--__,2~--~~~6~0~~~~~.28~~~~~~~--~-~7~0-~~--.~7~.-...,735-._--.2~-Z7_-_~.~~~~~~~~~~~~9~~~~ 
2.77 5.94 ,256 16.0 .202 .019 ,690 .341 .597 2.77 082 
2c77-----~Q4_-__42~6-~~~~6~Q...._-,20.11.~-_,112--_--.72.0...__-,~4_11_-_~r6~0_._--2~7L_____ -.-weA32 .__ 
2.77 6.23 ,256 16.0 ,208 ,013 ,740 ,362 ,618 2,77 209 
3.776.23-_..35616.0___,224._._.113__,.229-. -.~...._.~_16-v1_-..-P~~~---__._...__2~;! 
2.77 6.28 .256 16.0 ,184 .092 ,720 .316 .572 2.77 077 
___-_---- .-- . . . .-_. ..- . . 
RHO P VEL Tl EQ L/D 
.-Z.ZZ...-- 6,!&. ._ er25L 16.0 
2.77 6.77 .256 16.0 
2 *'II_ --5..9&-... 12.56 16.0 
2.77 7.53 .256 16.0 
;;',..77-----7A5.7 .A2.56. .-. 16.0 
;I.77 7.7G 
___ ---.- __... ._. __ 
2.77 1.37 
21-13.. 2.21. 
2 I 77 3.26 -.- I. 'A_ ‘ i q.15 
',‘ , f I Lj, j; 
-. 3'? 6.; I >.+it 
2.77 s.e: 
2.77 t.45 
2.77 7.11i 
2.77 7 .5.9 
. ..2*721 I"57 
2.77 2.13 
2.77 2*5!2 
2.77 3.06 
. ..2.7?. .3*73 
2.77 3.75 
--,_ 2.17.. ---3 x8.7 
2.77 4.14 
2 77 . --.9-----. l 4 14 
2.77 4.85 
_._ 2,X.. 53% 
2.77 5.73 
. . . ..?.J? - -al!5~ 
2.77 6.10 
-..-2*?7 6.17 
2.77 6.66 
. ...217.7. 7.19 
2.77 7.25 
2Lzz- 7,.31 
2.77 7.32 
2.77 7.47 
.256 16.0 
,384 16.0 
,.a_84 ..-..lS..r.Q 
,384 
.384. 
,384 
.,38!+. 
.384 
. . 384 
.384 
I3.84 
16.0 
16.0 
16.0 
i6.C 
16.0 
16.@ 
16.0 
16.0 
.5.04. 
,504 
,594 
.50~ 
,509 
,504 
AD4 
.504 
,5P4 
,504 
*sol! 
,504 
,594 
.504 
,504 
,504 
,504 
.504 
.512 
.504 
.504 
2*.777.... -?.,52-. ..504 
16.0 
16.0 
lh,CI 
lb.0 
16.0 
16.0 
16*0 
16.0 
Ih,O 
16.0 
16.0 
16.0 
16.0 
16.0 
16.0 
16.0 
16.0 
16.0 
16.0 
16.0 
16.0 
16.0 
H/D 
,128 
,176 
,144 
,080 
,072 
,072 
H/T2 
,012 
,017 
.e 014. 
,040 
.*.o 3.4.. 
,036 
,128 
,384 
,400 
,2@8 
.200 
,20E 
.392 
.192 
,160 
,072 
_ _. 
FACT 
.7!+0 
.690 
.*I40 
.730 
,173s 
,735 
,008 
J 024. 
,025 
l 018 
.013 
,013 
.@12 
,012 
.@lO 
,005 
,740 
,735. 
,735 
,740 
,740 
,710 
.740 
,790 
.740 
,740 
,182 .012 ,740 
.224 .014 ,740 
,320 ,020 ,735 
,312 ,020 .735 
,256 ,128 ,71s 
.24G ,120 ,720 
,288 ,144- ,710 
,224 ,014 ,740 
,272 ,017 ,740 
.328 .020 ,685 
,208 ,013 ,740 
.160 ,080 .735 
,200 .lOO .7?0 
,144 .009 ,740 
,088 ,044 ,730 
,144 ,009 .740 
.072 ,005 ,740 
.240 ,120 ,720 
,384 ,192 ,690 
.088 .006 .735 
.128 .008 ,740 
,072 ,095 ,74Q. _- 
-TP/D T/D 
a223 .479 
.297 .553 
,.?51 ,507 
,138 ,394 
r.125. .6.10 
.125 .381 
.22s ,607 
9.666 1,p5 
.694 1.08 
,501. ,885. 
.362 ,746 
,356 ,74? 
.334 .71A 
,334 ,718 
.27R .662 
,125 ,509 
.334 .83R 
.390 .894 
,555 J.06 
,541 1.04 
,439 ,943 
.413 .917 
,492 ,996 
.390 ,894 
,475 ,977 
,553 1.06 
,362 ,866 
.27R ,782 
,344 ,848 
,251 ,755 
,134 .638 
.251 ,755 
,125 ,629 
.413 ,917 
l 649 .1..16_ 
,153 ,657 
,223 ,727 
,125 ,629 
RHO i’ -. NO. 
2.77 _._.. 083 
2.77 085 
2..77 .._ o_w 
2.77 464 
2 77 l e . _..-..-.-. ..-. . 
2.77 
!!a. 
463 
..-. . .._.. 
2.77 409. 
2 77 -9. ..-...- ._ . _ 
2,77 
s.72- ,. 
2.77 
2.77 
2.77 
2,77 
2.77 
?,77 
2.77 
2.77 
2,77 
2.77 
2977 
2.77 
2,_77 
2.77 
2.77 
2.77 
2.77 
2.77 
2.77 
2.77 
2 e-7.7 
2.77 
2,77 
2.77 
3V3 __ 
323 
4.07 
091 
088 
089 
090 
092 
007 
922 
407 
421 
405 
393 
060 
,392 
424 
409 
284 
285 
061 
440 
404 
242 
286 
423 
063 
2.7.I.. .____ 305 
2.77 293 
2.77 287 
2.77. 422 
- 
RtiQ-P ------ . YEL.. -_ Tl EQ. L/D H/D !-U.T2 FACT TP/O TLD RYO T 
2.77 7.59 .504 16.0 ,096 .04R ,730 .166 .670 2.77 
2.77 7 rh!I--.~.DQ~..~-.l6.. 0 ,184 ¶ Q-92. _. .J~D... _ .a6 a.20 -. 2a _ 
2.77 7.60 ,504 16.0 ,160 .oao ,725 .276 .7ao 2.77 
-_I_~ .---... - . .._ -. . - -. _.-_. - .._.______ _ ._ __. -. 
ALUMINUM 2017 PROJECTILES Q ALUMINUM 2024T3 TiV%Eig--ijb#21,3 
______ -----_ ______. _--. --_ . 
21;3 ,331. .268 -.- id60 :51c9 ~ .'720 .2,77. - 2.77 6.05 .I71 
2.77 5.36 ,171 21,3 ..',A.$, ,312. .r6?0 0674 ,845 2.77 ______._ -- ..______.___ - .._ __ 
_____..-.__- . . -_ __ 
ALUMlNUM 2017 PROJECTILES 0 ALUMINUM 70?5T6 TARGETS L/O#32.0 
.----------___-_---- .._. -_.. -- _ 
,5459 
.-. 
:27j 1.640 .a$53 “ 2.79 4.69 .091 31.95 .986 'ii.80 
.__2_-7_9--__6-~59---_,opC.. -3L 95 _ (4642 ,232 .wn-. ..77,52 . . ..ehh ?,.8Q-. 
_ -!SL ---.&U...,. i.79 .31,95. ,4623 .O%! e1-,.730 .7999 ..!w3 2.80 
2.79 6.16 ,183 31.95 ,0786 .039 1.735 .1364 ,319 2.80 
.__?1~-~9--__6~~_0_----,.1__8;i-__--31.~95 eOS7.5 ..W?....-..--9...._. 1 730 . ...1.687. ,352 2,B.O 
2.79 7.41 ,192 32.08 ,1572 .7ai 1.20 .1886 ,381 2.80 
e2-J%-~~2~ c---- 78 l ----_. 182 31 ---c 95 --..- ----. -..--. .a...-..- 3031 ..__ 1 r- 192 1 !-. 25 -.. ..-..- _ l 379 .,561...?,80 
2.79 7.78 .182 31.95 .0031 ,003l 1.74 .0054 ,187 2.80 
r058tT. .24l 2.80 
.0271 .209 2.80 
---------- ____ -. _ _ -.. --.. _ ___ 
2.77 4.67 .512 32.-d ,096 .024 .735 .167 ,679 2.77 
NO. 
441 
395 
396 
-1)!3 
288 
412 
009 
007 
1233 
1234 
1231 
1232 
1235 
1546 
973 
974 
975 
972 
070 
I ‘! 
! 
\ :: . 
_____________ -_--------- ____ ---------------_--..--.._---_.--------- --. _--_- _.------..--.-.-. _ .-----.--------.. - ---.... 
BUMPERED TARGET DATA 
cl References 11 and 13 _~~~-----____-_-------------~~~~~~~~~~~--~~ _._--.- ..__..- --..---.._-- .._.., . .._.._.. ._ ..__ 
CN 
0 WHO P VEL Tl EQ L/D-. _._--__ wL..HLT-- FACL _.___ I!?49 ___.._. T /I! ..-.-YO T _. _. 
CADMIUM PROJECTILES 0 ALUMINUM 7075T6 TARGETS L/D#12.7 .---- ________ ---------------------~.-------..- .---_-_- -_--_-- ----------_ ---- ------..--..--.----- --.- .--. -.__......... 
~~~8!67 _____ 3_,_f)_4_._-__~-~90-----_ 12 7 ..-t _____ A!!?!? ..___ cc!!--Le+ ____ -d-K?? ..,6.!2- . ..--?dTP ..-..- . . 
~---.. .--.-----._-.- .-_ .._ ._. _ ._-.. ..--_. ..__. - .__ ..___. --- 
CADMIUM PROJECTILES D ALUMINUM 7075T6 TARGETS L/D#16.0 
8.67 2.77 ,075 16.0 ,112 ,056 ,735 ,194 ,269 2.77 
---&!51____ -3-.-~8----,075-----1_615)-..-_-,.12_R_----,~6L(_----~731)--_--,~~1 .- .__ ,29-K- .~-2Lu.-- __.... 
8.67 6.52 ,075 16.0 ,008 ,004 ,740 ,014 ,089 2.77 
- .--_---__.-.. .---- -. .._....__-.. - --_-- ___. - . - ._..._ -_--- -.. . . -_ _ .-. -... _- .- 
8.67 5.43 ,101 16.0 ,760 ,380 ,570 1.19 1.29 2.77 
_.__ --.-. 
1048 
..- _. 
512 
4+5 
8 67 6 54 ----- 9---------2 -------- l-00 3- ----.-.--. L6 0 -3 a48 424 580 1 34 -.... ---a ---.-- -_..)--_---..--I--..--.---...)..-.. 1 44 -e- 2 77 503 .__.... ----- ---*..---- ._--.-- ._--.. . 
.--- e,-~-r----~-~l_l_----11_2_0----.lato . . ?!??O. --. .-Q2(3. -. _.*-l9.0 
8.67 3.89 ,120 16.0 ,048 ,024 ,740 
8.67 3.06 ,200 16.0 
~~-8&~~~~-3,87~ .2OP ..-... L.f??-0 
8.67 5.49 ,202 16.0 
8.67 3.55 --..-_- ..---_. 
8.67 3.60 
_--s,-~l-_.-_~~-l_s_.-~-,3_2_1--. ..1.5;97 
0.67 5.34 ,321 15.9'7 
8.67 5 61 --..~- --A.--.- _- d21~ SF?7 
8.67 6.40 .321 15.97 
---&.-c?I-_--6,!+9 r321. 15*97 
+g- .._ ? r 5.4. ,351 16?0 
. 4.07 ,351 16.0 
1.06 ,532 ,490 
,?88 _ *.1-1-f! . ,721) 
,360 ,180 ,690 
? 336 ,168 .?OO 
.2233 
.1038 
r_1_13? 
ml289 
e 0.x!?. 
l O723 
,(34o9 
*lo38 
l 2956 
.216 ,108 ,720 ,372 ,723 2.77 507 
,232 ,116 ,720 ,400 ,751 2.77 510 
,112 1.72 
.026 1.735 
,028 1.735 ._- .._ -_-. .--. 
,032 1.735 
F.014 1.74 _ _ 
,018 1.74 
.QJO 1 ._7.3. 
,104 1.72 
,198 1.69 
l 0.70 ..!.1%!.-_-..- 2 r-. 77 _ . . 
,084 ,204 2.77 
i;Sa. 
._._... -
1.78 2.77 
-* 486. ,696.. 2.77 . 
,608 ,810' 2.77 
,571 ,771 2!?7 
l 3841 
ml801 
.? !?e& -- 
l 2236 
l o974 
.&a 
l O712 
ml785 
l 4996 
,705 2.80 
,501 2.80 
..51? . ..-?_.f!P .._. 
,545 2.80 
4.a ..?.so 
,447 2.80 
l 3?2 .2?ao 
,500 2.80 
,821 .2.80 
. . ..5!3. 
509 
50K 
.51-t. 
496 
.-wo. 
1222 
1230 
1.1% 
1156 
. !.!t% 
999 
1019 
1711 
1713 
.RHOPVEL _._._ I.lLQ. L/D HID .-. IUZ-FACT T TP/D T/D RHO NO. 
8.67 5.46 ,351 16.0 ,136 ,068 ,725 ,235 ,586 2.77 497 
--_8,42_____6,~8----~~5~----16,.0-.. ..,~0..--__,~~0_--_,7~.0._...-,20~____,-55-9..-_-.2,7.7~ _.__._______ 501 
____ 8,kL---L9~ ____ ~~8_7----~~-L9-7---,.~~~7 ____ l -5~Q-----1,-~70---,_7_904_--_l_r_2_1_7___2,8_0 ______-______ m3 ..__  
8.67 6.00 ,487 15.97 l 4969 ,988 1.010 ,501a ,989 2.80 1622 
8.67 3.18 ,618 ---15.97 mO708 ,018 1.74 ml232 ,741 2.80 1046 
----8,47 __-- -5_Ll;?--___L618--_.-15.,.9_‘7 ~_LQ&w-. ..e.I12.Q.. l...W. -,1395. .e... 758 2 r. 80 -. - _--- .._,._ _. _ ..__. -_ U.55 
8.67 5.12 ,618 15.97 ,055o ,028 1,735 .0954 ,713 2.80 1223 
_-__8,-~7___-_~~3-~----~6~8- ..15.97 .!I!.OQ. ._O,OO l.,?c, O.rO0 . ..!a!3 ..?..SO _._ 1324 -. . 
8.67 5.48 ,618 15.97 moo79 ,002 1.74 l o137 ,632 2.80 1044 
-8.675.70.. ,.tiB . 15.97 .0399 ..QlmQ 1.79 a.0694 ,687 2.80 .1326 
8.67 6.40 ,618 15.97 0.00 0.00 1.74 0.00 ,618 2.80 1454 
____ 2,aO 4Az----6-d+-Q ,61& -15 .?7 ..41?3-_-1OoU........I,-7t, m-,.0301 e648 ____. . _--_. _ 1.045 
8.67 6.46 ,618 15.97 .0802 ,040 1.735 ml391 ,757 2.80 1049 
-. _. -__8,_~_7___-_~~4_9_~-__,-~~,8~-__.15,97 .0393 -.eE!L .!,74 Aw!+ ,686 ..y& lW7 
8.67 6.53 ,618 15.97 0.00 0.00 1.74 0.00 ,618 
8.676.X.-..-.-,.6lB .--15.97 !LQ!I! .O e 0o.e _. L74. ..O,OO .e.6M. -..._ 2:.80. 
1455 
1457 
--_-___- ___.. ----_-- .__._._.....- -.. - ,_ .- . 
CADMIUM PROJECTILES IFJ AiiiINUM 7075T6 
-- ..-.- _ 
TAkGiTi iiiM9.84 
_ 
---.. _ _ _ _ 
8.67 3.84 ,768 19.84 .0488. .o'i-8 -1.7'2~ .0842 ia52' 2.80 1153 
____ s&L7 __.. --LG m-7.79 19.84.. o,o_o (I*00 1,7r! .O,OO ,??lc ?rao 1583 
______ _ .____._ ---_---------- -..--__ - ____ - - _. ._._,.. . _ . 
CADMIUM PROJECTILES Q ALUMINUti?Oj’%i6 TiRGliT< i%%9;4 
_ 
c! 
J _.^- -.-. --- .-_..-. -.-- _. - --..-- - _ - .-... . __ - . _ _ -. P 8.67 4.27 ,768 59.38 0.00 0.00 1.74 0.00 ,768 
2;8'6. i456 
.R!-iO. .P.. VEL T1 EQ L-1 0 H/D H/T2 FACT TP/D T/D RHO T NO. 
PYREX PROJECTILES 0 ALUMINUM 2024T3 TARGETS L/D#16.0 
2.23.. 
2*23--- 
2.23 
2.23 
2,2j.- 
2.23 
2,23.-. 
2.23 
2,23-..- 
2.23 
-5.49 
..4 . 0 1 _ 
3.87 
6.66 
..-5&4. 
6.40 
.3,38 
6.31 
-..!L7._5 
7.32 
.oao 16.0 
,080 14.0 
.080 16.0 
.080 16.0 
_ .08D- 16,Q 
.080 16.0 
,080 15.0 
,080 16.0 
..Q80 _ lb,0 
.080 16.0 
,616 .308 ,625 
.432 ,216 .680 
,600 ,300 .630 
,864 ,432 ,530 
,520 ,240 __ .,66C'- 
,440 ,220 .6RO 
.352 ,174 .7QQ 
,824 ,412 .550 
,640 .*x0 . ..G?O 
,648 .324 .620 
2.23 4.92 ,190 15.97 ,3192 .160 1.700 r5426 .733 2.80 
2.23!_3_----3A.63. --..-&!eQ-- e--15,97. .-a h588 ._ 10.7?5 . ..l.-7.25 ..,-27-3?-..~*464 . . . ..2.RP 
2.23 6.58 .190 15.97 ;1211 r0606 1.73 .2095 .400 2.80 
_----------_..- -_ .-- .-_ .----_ --..-_ ----. .._ 
1.00 1.08 2.77 
,726 da6 2.77 
,978 -1 .Oh 2.77 
1.32 1.40 2.77 
.,863 _ -a943 ?*77 
,739 ,819 2.77 
IS% ,478 2.77 
1.28 2.16 2.77 
1.04 I,92 ?a77 
1.05 1.93 2.77 
033 
035 
036 
037 
0.30 
040 
042 
050 
045, 
043 
. . 
1224 
._.. 994 
995 
PYREX PROJECTILES 0 ALUMINUM 2024T3 TARGETS L/D#32 0 ~--A!-.--.--.-.- .._. --._.- ._..... ..-. _. 
2.23 3.90 ,512 32.0 .158 .396 .560 .246 .75R 2.77 068 .---_--- ---.---- .---.- ---------.-....-.. _.. ..- --....-------- ---- ---..--..----- ..-- - -----.--. _._... __.... _ ._-_ ,. 
2.23 6.00 ,512 32.0 .120 .300 .630 .196 .708 2.77 069 
_--------_- -...---.. -..-_--_------ _..--- --------------__-----~-------~--------..--- --.--..- ---- -_-._--- _..... -. .---- ..- 
STEEL PROJECTILES Q ALUMINUM 2024T3 TARGETS L/D#l6.0 __--- . _.- . ..- .._ -. 
-_---_---_-_--------------------------------------------~---------------------------------------------------~------~----~.~~ 
7.85 7.03 ,566 16.0 ,456 .228 .670 ,762 1.33 2.77 401 
7.85 7.07 ,566 16.0. ,728 .364 ,585 1,15--- 1 l 72 2 l ?L--.-..- ._ 3.o.Q _ _. _ 
7.85 7.13 ,566 16.0 ,464 ,232 ,670 ,775 1.34 2.77 399 
7.85 6.96 1.03 16.0 ,272 .136 ,710 .465 1.49 2.77 301 
1,85-----7-*-0_7______1_ 02 r-- -_---larQ_____*_4_3_2 216 680 726 1 75 2 77 302 - -----L---------a---- ------e-----------e---------*e-----m-m. ..-..- - -.... __- ..- 
7.85 7.01 1.00 16.0 ,192 ,096 ,725 .331 1.33 2.77 303 
7.85 7.10 1.02 16.0 , 216 ,108 ,720 .372 1.39 2.77 _. .-----WL-- 
- 
8.90 7.10 .468 24.42 ,476O .8211 1.289 2.80 1348 
8.90 7.10 ,468 24.4 e5OOlL.m l 164 -..~~,7O..~__...Ss_(,O._.~,3r_l!.-..2.,SO-___.. __,__ 1054 
--------____---_____---------------~---..___ 
TITANIUM PROJECTILES 0 ALUMINUM 7075T6 TiFkTS L/D#19,39 
.-----------------------------------------------------~ 
4.54 7.25 ,371 19.39 .3855 ,159 1.70 .6554 1.626 2.80.'-- 1053 
4.54 3.49 . 19.39 .7252 .929 1.625 1.179. 1,549 2.&!L.----..-.I052 
NYI ON PROJFCTIL FS P Al UMINUM 7075T6 TARGFTS L/W&12 __, ___, 
-1,~~---__~~1-__-~1~~----~2~12---.~3~4---~-Q9~----~,~2-----~23~0---,-3S.~-----2,8Q~__. . . ..-..-...I575 
1.14 7.50 ,146 12.12 ,126s ,083 1,725 .2182 .364 2.80 1561 
----- -_----__ ------------------------------------------ ____------- -------- --._ _ ..--- ____ _ .__... -_ _- __ ,__- _.,_ __ _ ._ 
1.14 2.92 ,232 12.12 .0286 ,019 1.74 .0498 ,282 2.80 1114 
1.14 6.10 337 17 - 0358 .024xQbIQs25_ a294 2,8.9...-__-_----.-.-. l-115 
1.14 6.31 .232 12.12 .0716 ,024 1.74 ,1246 ,357 2.80 1349 
._1~14-----6~~__--~~----~2~~---~~5~7---~0~9~--_1,735___,19~6____c3_3a____2~~~____________1.~1_6 
I*14 7.13 ,232 12.12 ,0668 ,022 1.74 r1162 ,348 2.80 1371 
I 
APPENDIX D 
STATISTICAL METHOD 
The data anrlyced in thle study represent experimental obacrvatlone 
collected from independently conducted experiments involving a variety of 
combinations of projectile and target materiala. As a result, the data 
could not be treated by the methods of emy one of thk eyetematically planned 
experimental designs in Analyeis of Variance. Thus, the effects of each 
dimensionless vari'able and the random errors affecting it are not as 
accurately or as easily estimated as they would have been in a planned 
experinaent. Based on these considerations, regression and correlation 
methods were used to conduct an objective analysis of the relation of the 
variables of this model. 
Regression models enable the effects of various factors to be assessed 
from experimental data even when the experiment does not follow a prescribed 
pattern, or when the variables affecting the results cannot be controlled 
in a manner so as to make a designed experiment possible. Thus, regression 
analysis provides a means, based on probabilistic considerations for testing 
the concordance between theory and observation. 
The obje.ctive of this study is to develop a method for estimating 
the dimensionless depth of penetration variable,h, from the data associated 
d 
with statistically significant independent variables. Through a statistical 
analysis, a mathematical quantification of the functional relationships of 
these variables may be obtained and a basis for the discussion of the uncer- 
tainty of the relationships may be established. 
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General Assumptions of Regression Analysis: Multivariate regression Is an . 
extension of single variable regression. The following underlying assmptions 
are the basis for linear regression analysis: 
a) For every fixed value of independent variables (n2, fl, . . . f123), 
the dependent variable nl Is normally distributed. 
b) The mean value of rl is a linear function of r2, n,, . . . r23, 
and may be expressed as nl - =pl +p2(77&7i2) +. . l 
+ 
P 23 ‘r23 23 -1 - 3 > where 71' denotes the expected value of the 
ith series. 
c) The variance of nl is independent 
.., r 
23 
) so that the variance 
_^ 
of the values of (n2, n3, . . . 
or it is proportional to a given function so that 
= d2h2(n2, . . . . ..%3). 
d) The observations are stochastically independent, i.e., the values 
mu,, 7T3iJ l *‘**J n2,,) are independent of (r2,J f13jJ-.--J fl23~)~ 
i#J - In the nOIdinear caseJ the variables (n2, . . . . . . . J fl23~ rl) 
are replaced by new variables (g,, .....J g23J f(r2), where g, 
J. 
= gi(&J . . . . . . . n23) i = 2J,-e.J 23 and f(fll) are 
functions. 
Assumption b) above becomes, 7i, = p, +p2 (G2 - 
N 
\ 
given 
ig +p3&33 - E3) + 
. . .+ P ( 23 g23 - gp3) where gi = 1 E gi(&,J fljhJ*-•J n23h) 
h=l . 
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The variance (assumption c) becomes 
In regression analysis, the dependent variable fl, is a stochastic variable 
whose distribution function depends on the n,, I = 2,......,23. In par- 
ticular, the population man of n, will be a function of the niJ 1=2,....,23, 
e.g., pi = f(7Ti) = fl(niJfll)J 1=2~.....~~23. The functional form of 
nl is preselected and estimates of the coefficients in the preselected 
equation are determined from the data. No assumptions are made regarding 
the distributions of the riJ I = 2J......J 23, in the regression analysis. 
General Assumptions in Correlation Analysis: In correlation theory, all 
variables (the dependent and all independent variables), are assumed to be 
stochastic. The association between any two variables, say (Xl, X2), is 
described by a two-dimensional probability density function. In principle, 
the association is characterized by calculating estimates of the parameters 
of this two-dimensional distribution. This characteristic is often supplemented 
as in this study, by a regression analysis in which the mean value of Xl 
is determined as a function of X2, either because variations in the size of 
X2 are the cause of variations in Xl or because the regression curve fur- 
nishes a suitable description of the association between the two variables 
for certain practical purposes. 
The Development of a Regression Surface: 
Notation: The notation appearing in the following section is summarized 
below: 
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xl 
I Observations of the dependent variable, lnrl - ln(h/d) 
x2Jx3J*-JxQ - Observation of the independent variables denotlng,ln(nJ) J 
j-2' ,...:.23. 
= The jth observation of the ith variable llleasured from 
the expected value of the ith series so that x ij = (x1,-ji,) 
In general, a lower case xi represents deviations from the 
mean of the Xi series. 
Xi 
c 
= In general, this term represents the actual observed 
values of the ith series. 
= The summation sign. The usual practice of indexing the 
summation sign will be omitted in order to simplify the 
notation herein. The general inference is that the sum- 
mation is taken over all data points. -- 
c 
2 
x1 = The total variation in the dependent variable series, N 
i.e. J -2 
(Xlj - Xl) 
t 
2 5; 
Xcl*2J....Jm = The variatioa in the dependent variable series "explained" 
by the regression surface in the independent variables 
xjJ j = 2,......,m. 
. . . ..m = The variation in the dependent 
by the regression surface. 
variables series "unexplained" 
= The same definition as above , yet the brackets will be 
used when all of the independent variables are implied as 
in the above definition 2 xc1*2, . . . ..m. 
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a1*2J3J 
= 
. . ..Jm 
2 
%. I 1 I 
2 
rlJ2*3J4J.,.Jm = 
2 
sl- [I 
= 
The theoretical value of the regressive surface when 
+J x3J”““J G are equated to zero. 
The partical regression coefficient of the ith variable 
In the regression surface Xcl, [I =a 10 [I + blJ2.3J...mX2 
+ b1J3*2J4J.emeJmX3 + 
* . . . . . . . I 
+ blJm~2J3J....J(m-i)r-n. 
The coefficient of multiple determination. The proportion 
of total variation in the dependent variable which is 
emlalned by the calculated regression surface. R is 
the coefficient of multiple correlation. 
The coefficient of partial determination; the additional 
variation in X1 explained by X2 expressed as a proportion 
of variation in Xl which was unexplained by X3,X4,....% 
before the introduction of X2. 
The estimate of variance of the calculated regression 
surface. 
Least Squatis Criterion: The functional relationship of the independent 
variable nl and the other 22 chosen variables in the model has been hypothesized 
to be of the form' 
xcl-2,3J....,23 = ln71; = lnpl + (D-1) 
i=2 
%Chis equation is a transformation of 7T 
P 
l=fll if 7T-jpi. It is recognized 
that the '8 of (D-l) only approximate the 
P 
's of this product form when 
fitted by the least squares criterion. 
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or In generalized terms 
23 
X 
= a1.2J3J...J23 + ] ‘i 
(D-2) 
C1.2J3,...J23 
whe= the pl,i.[ ] J 
i-2 
the partial regression coefficients denote respectively 
the regression coefficients between the dependent variable Xl and the 
independent variables Xi. 
In order for the regression surface to satisfy the least squares criterion, 
estimates of the constant term a 1.2,3,...,23 and the partial regression _ - 
coefficients P 1 i. must be calculated so as 
J 
the squared vertical deviations measured from the 
surface. The estimates of the 23 coefficients in 
are obtained by minimizing, 
N 
\ 
to minimize the sum of 
data points to the regression 
the regression surface 
s = 
N 
('11 - xcl.2J3J...J231 
= 
n 
i=l 
xli - (al.2,3J...J23 +B1,2.[ ] '2 + l *we. +PlJ2,3.[ ] X23 ] 2 (D-3) 
I=1 
The $.2,3,...,23 mdPl,i.[ ] which minimize S arc found by differentiating 
S with respect to each coefficient. 
This process results in the following k normal equations: 2J3 
2 Within this text, all 
otherwise noted. 
's are taken over the N components of data unless 
31n the set of equations (D-4) statistical estimates of p1;y;y;: --J23 ar1d the blJi. [ 1 =pEsent 
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N8 1*2,3,. . .,23 + b1,2*3,4,...,23 t '2 + b1,3*2,4,.,.,23 c ‘3 + 
. . , . . . . 
+ b1,23*2,3,...,22 1 x23 = c x~ 
9 1 1 
2 
l 2,3,.*.,23 '2 +.bl,2-3,4.....,23 '2 + b1,3*2,h,...,23 c x2x3 + . . . . . 
c c 
I I 
+ b1,23.2,j,...,22 = ‘2’23 = x1x2 I I 
(D-4) 
I 
1 I l I 
I I I I I 
c 
I 
q-2,3,. . .,23 ‘23 + bl,2$4,...,23 c x2x23 +.bl,3.2,4,...,23 c x3x24 + 
c 
2 
. . . . . . + bl,23e2,3,...,22 ‘23 = c xlx23 
Computational difficulties are somewhat diminished if 
the expected value of each independent variable series, Xi 
are considered rather than the observed values Xi. In the 
case, this procedure has the effect of shifting the origin 
(yl, z2) from the origin ( 0, 0). Since Xx1= Xx2= 
c x23 = 0, the first row and the first column in the set 
(D-4) are eliminated and the regression surface satisfies 
deviations from 
= (Xi - q, 
two dimensional 
of the data to 
c x3 = . . . . . = 
of equations 
x~1*2,3,... ,23 = b1,2+,4,...,23X2 + bl,3.2,4...,23X3 + **- + bl,23.2,3,...,22X23 
The set of normal equations for this regression surface is 
b1,2*3,4,...,23 c 
2 
x2 + bl,3.2,4,...,23 c 
x2x3 + . . . + bl,23.2,3,...,22 cx2x23= xxlx2 
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b1,2*3,4,...,23 c xp3 + b1,3*2,4,...,23 c 
I 
x: + l ** + b1,23a2,f,...,22 Efx23 = xx73 
I 
I I 
I 
I 
c 
I 
blr2~3,4,...,23 x2x23 + b1,3*2r4,...,23 xjx23+****tbl,23*2,;,...,22 c 
In matrix notation, '(D-5) may be expreesed as 
-1 c 2 x2 '2s l l l ’ x2x c
E2x3 xx; l 0 l z3x 
I I I 
I 
I I 
I I 
ELx23 Eix23 
b 
1,3'2,4,...,23 
I 
I 
I 
b ' 
1,23*2,3,...,22 
= 
(n-6 
G 
3 
Allowing A to represent the matrix of cross-product terms, B to represent 
the column vector of regression coefficients and C to represent the column 
vector of cross-product terms involving the dependent variable x 1' the 
solution vector is seen to be 
B = A-l C (D-7) 
As A ie a symmetric matrix, its inverse Am1 is also symmetric. Many digital 
programming methods are available for solving the inverse of symmetric A, 
The method used for this study was a double-precision Gauss reduction pro- 
cedure. 
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Explained and Unemlained Variation: At this point, it is desirable to 
discuss the concept of explained and unexplained variation and to illustrate 
the equivalency of considering either observed values or deviations of 
values from their respective means by considering a simple two-variable 
linear case. Consider 
%1*2 = a1.2 + P 1*2 X2 
In regression snalysls, it is usual to select values of the independent 
variable and record measurements of the dependent variable. Usually due 
to measurenrent error, several different values are recorded for the dependent 
variable. This regression may be graphically illustrated as in Figure D-l. 
X 1 
x1 
FIGURE D-l 
GRAPHIC ILLUSIXATION OF TWO VARIABLE LINEAR F0ZGRBSION 
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The sums of squares of the deviations of the Xl values from their 
c 
2 
mean, ($1 - q, J is ternred total variation. 
This total variation msy be partitioned into two parts: (a) that which 
has been "explained" by the curve of relationship and (b) that variation 
which the regression function does not explain. These definitions ars 
algebraically expressed as, 
c (x1 - q2 = Total variation in the dependent variable series, 
c (xcp2 - q2 - Emlained variation (as explained by the Reg. Surface), 
c (Xl - x,l.2)2 = Unexplained variation. 
In Figure D-l, the distance A represents one of the N terms in the 
summation denoting explained variation. The distance B represents a similar 
component of unexplained variation. 
A fundamentally important fact is that in simple and in multivariable 
regression, (see Proof 1, of this Appendix) 
c (x1 - q2 = c(xcl.2 - 
2 
c 
2 
9) + (x1 - xc1.2) (D-8) 
or that total variation = explained variation + unexplained variation. In 
our notation for squared deviations, the symbol x 2 is used so that equation 
(D-8) may be written as 
(D-9) 
By (D-4), the normal equations for this case are, 
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1 Xl = NT.2 + b1.2 c $1 
c X1X2 = a1.2 c X2 + bl.2 c 
2 
X2 
Algebraic solutions to (D-10) are, 
al=2 = TT 1 - b1.2 z2 J 
bl.2 - x xlx2 - al*2 X2 c /z 
2 
X2' 
(D-10) 
(D-11) 
If we consider the regression surface as xcl,2 = ble2 x 2 which utilizes 
deviations from the expected values, the normal equations are, 
c "1 = Na 1*2 + bl-2 c x2, 
c c c 
2 
X1X2 = ‘3l.2 x2 + bl.2 x2’ 
But since pl = E2 = 0, then a = 0 and ble2 = 
In order to show that in either case (origin at (0,O) or (?l, z,), bla2 
is the same, it is necessary to show that the two derived expressions above 
for blo2 in the respective cases are equal. This proof is shown in Proof 2 
of this Appendix. With this result, we have shown that using data in terms 
of deviations from the means of each series does not destroy the method and 
facilitates computations by reducing the number of normal equations to be 
solved. 
The Relationship of the Coefficient of Correlation and tk Regression Coefficient: 
It is apparent that blm2 is the slope of the regression surface xcle2 = 
bl.2x2 when Xl and X2 are measured as deviations from their respective means. 
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The expression for bl.2 in this single case is 
(D-12) 
Since the values of the variables may be distributed over different 
ranges, it is convenient to normalize them, i.e., calculating (Xi - Fi) 
/ 
6 
Xi 
for each series. Normalizing blm2 in Equation (D-12), results in 
c xlx2 
sxl sx2 
c x1x2 
c x; 
. 
. 7 
2 
"X 
g- 
sXl 
sX 2 
(D-13) 
Since 4 = = Equation (D-13) is 
1 2 
seen to be the simple coefficient of correlation. Thus, the following 
relation holds 
(D-14) 
Therefore, the coefficient of correlation r 
1.2 
is the slope of the 
regression surface when both series are expressed in multiples of their 
respective standard deviations. 
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Method of Calculation: In Proof 4. of this Appendix, a general derivation 
is given for the calculation of explained variation. This equation is: 
c 
X2’ =b 
Cl?i,j, t l,i.J,k,...,t c xlxi 
+b l,j*i,k,...,t c gxi + . . ., 
. . . . . . . . 
l bl,t.i,j,...,(t-l) c xlxt' 
Thus, in the simple two-variable case, the explained variation is 
c 
2 
X = b cl-2 1*2 c xlx2' 
Through the relationship given by D-9, the unexplained variation is 
The standard error of estimate in the two variable case is defined as 
(D-15) 
(D-16) 
Exactly the same principles are involved in multi-variable linear regression 
as in single variable regression. As seen by (D-3), the regression coe- 
fficients are of a slightly different form in multi-variable regression 
and are termed partial regression coefficients. For example, the coefficient 
bl,iWj,k,l,...,t represent the effect on Xl of a unit change in variable 
Xi when all other variables X J,~,.~*..,~tJ are evaluated at their expected 
values. In multivariable regression, the standard error of estimate is 
analogous to (~-16) so that 
/ (N-k-l) 
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where k is the number of independent variables in the regression analysis. 
The coefficient of multiple determination is defined as 
R2 c 
2 
= 
l*i 
Xcl.i,...,t 
J'S', t 
1 x: 
(D-18) 
This coefficient states the proportion of total variation which is 
accounted for or is "explained" by the regression surface. As additional 
pertinent independent variables are brought into the problem, R' 
l-2,3,... 
approaches 1.0 and s 1=2,3,.... approaches zero. If all pertinent variables 
are included,only experimental measurement error prevents making perfect 
estimates. The coefficient of multiple determination affords a criterion 
for the selection of a particular regression surface. A predetermined 
minimum tolerable R2 may be selected, say gC$, and any one of the infinitely 
many possible functional forms of equations which does surpass this figure 
may be hypothesized to be an empirical law. The level of R2 selected depends, 
of course, on the experimenter's knowledge of the process under investigation 
and how much experimental error he believes will be introduced in the 
measurements of the dependent variable. 
Functional Dependency in the Independent Variable: The term, independent 
variable, used to denote all variables other than the dependent variable 
is a misnomer, of course. In almost every case where large numbers of 
variables are involved, certain variables will interact with others in 
a mathematical covariance sense. A second primary goal in regression analysis 
is to select individual or groups of variables that act independently from 
others. This disclosure will aid in testing a new theory, and will provide 
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a firm basis for either the exclusion or inclksion of a variable in the 
anelysis. 
The simplest measux~ of relationship between two variables is the 
comlation coefficient. This statistic Is a measurement of the aqua= 
root of the proportion of total. variation in the dependent variable explained 
by an independent variable or is, (See Proof 3), 
(D-19) 
This simple or gross correlation is influenced by interaction effects 
of other variables pertinent to the behavior of the dependent variable, 
thus presents a somewhat distorted picture of the relationship of two 
variables. 
The relationships of the variables can be more extensively investi- 
gated by using the partial correlation theory. The partial correlation 
coefficient is a measure of the covariance between the dependent variable 
and one independent variable, when the influence of all other independent 
variables theoretically has been removed. These coefficients show the 
relative importance of the different independent variables in explaining 
variations in the dependent variable. More precisely, the coefficient of 
partial correlation is the square root of the ratio of the increase in 
the variation of the computed explained variation resulting from the intro- 
duction of a new variable, and the variation that had not been explained 
before introducing that variable. Tkhis definition Is based on the following 
philosophy: 
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The use of any pertinent independent variable, say X2, results in a 
certain amount of explained variation, indicated by 
c 
2 xcle2, but some of 
the variation in Xl remains unexplained, which is indicated by 
c 
2 
xs1.g* 
Introducing variableX3 In addition to X2 will increase the proportion of 
eqlained variation if X 3 is germane to the problem. The explained variation 
calculated from a regression surface in variables X 2 and X 3’ 
denoted by 
c 
2 
x~1-2,3 
will exceed c 
2 xcl,2 if X3 is a significant variable. Subsequently, 
the relative importance of any variable may be ascertained simply by comparing 
the explained variation of a regression surface using that variable to the 
explained variation associated with a surface which omits that variable. 
Several computational methods are available for the partial correlation 
coefficient. Among these are 
'l,i.j,k,...,t = 
rl,i~j,k,...,(t-1) -[[ 'l,k*j,...(t-1) ri,k*l,j,..., II (t-1)1 , 1 
l2 - rl,k.j ,-t&-l) ' - r:,k*l,j ,..., (t-l) 
I 
(D-20 
and the analysis of variance formula 
J c 
2 
Xcl*i,j,...,t - c 2 
rl,i*j,...,t = 
Xcl*j,...,t 
c 
‘X 
2 
1 - ~X:i~j,k,...,t 
The coefficient of partial correlation r l,i~j,...,t takes the sign of 
P l,i*j,...,t in the regression surface. The subscript l,i*j,...,t for this 
coefficient, indicates that this is the correlation between the dependent 
variable Xl and the independent variable Xi when all other independent 
variables are taken as their respective mean values. The major importance 
(D-21 
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of the partial correlation coefficient is that it indicates the relative 
importance of the independent V8ri8bleS in expl8ining variations in the 
dependent variable. The relative impOrkUEe of. each variable and its 
associated Statist$cal. test.of significance (the F test) will indicate 
whether the variable should be included in the hypothesized empiricti law 
of penetration. 
The varying degree of covariance among pertinent variables is a 
ViOl8tiOn Of the basic underlying asSl.lmption of independence in the regression 
variables. The consequence of this violation till be discussed in the 
following situation. 
In 8 two independent variable regression 8naLysis, the linear regression 
surface is of the form 
%le2,3 = 81.2,3 + P 1,2.3 *2 +- P 1,302 '3 
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The basic assumptions of regression 8n8lysis imply that X2 and X3 are 
independent and the data points of each observation (Xzi, X3i, Xii) are 
distributed 8bOUt 8 plane in the X2, X3, Xl) coordinate system. If we have 
8 situation in which X2 is an approximately linear function of X3 so that 
then the observationa (X2i, X3i, Xii), i-l, . . . ..N. are situated apprOXim&ely 
In a plane perpendicular to the (X2, X3) plane along the line X2 - K + CX3. 
The Xl valuce are then approximately nomally distributed about the line 
in Bpace which fonnr the lnteraectlon between the plane 
X 
cl%3 LI ‘1*2,3 
+ P 1,2.3’2 + P L3*2X3 
and the vertical plane through X2 = K + CX3. 
The regression analysis will formally lead to 8 solution; however, it 
is quite clear from 8 geometrical viewpoint that the C8lCUl8ted pl8r~ is 
unstable because 811 the values of the dependent variable are distributed 
about an approximate line rather than in a plane. Many other planes inter- 
secting this line will exhibit nearly 8s good statistical prediction cap- 
ability; thus in this regard, the calculated regression surface is termed 
St8tiStiMLlly unstable. 
This fact does not, of course, destroy the uniqueness of the surface 
calculated using least squares criterion or the ranking of the variables 
adjudged to be significant to the penetration process. Having chosen the 
proper functional form, the calculated hyperSUrf8Ce will be characterized 
by 8 large coefficient of multiple correlation and 8 relatively low variance 
of estimate - the desired characteristics of 8 regression surface. 
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When applying regression 8nalysit3, it is important to have 8 clear 
understanding of the degree of covariance between the "independent" variables. 
In the model presented here, all Of the variables were assumed to 8Ct 
independently. It is known, however, that certain approximste relationships 
exiet in the engineering properties for certain materials. Since 8t this 
time, very little information COnCer?Iing these rel8tiOnShipS is available, 
the assumption of independence was msde. 
In respect to the 8bOVe considerations, all of the Calculated surfaces 
must be regarded as unstable in the sense just described since there are 
relative degrees of covari8nce exhibited between.the pertinent variables. 
Just an in the case IlLastrated of two "independent" variables where one 
variable :I# relatad to the other through an approximate relationship, It 
must be cmcluded that other hypereurfacce will closely approximate vl 
within thtr range of the variables considered. 
One further topic muet be dlecuesed which pertains to the est8bllshumnt 
of variable relationships in this study. 'Ihe b8SiC assumption that a cor- 
relation 8nalysis of two variables is characterized by 8 two-dimensional 
density function has been discussed. The assumption implies that there 
exists a continuous two-dimensional density function relating the dependent 
variable nl to any other independent variable, say n16. Furthermore, this 
distribution must be Gaussian in order to apply the F test of significance 
used herein. one of the basic properties of 8 two-dimension81 Gaussian 
density function is that it Is continuous, Thus, any value (Xl, X16) is 
Obtainable. However, it is apparent that in considering experiments of a 
limited number of projectile and target material combinations, only 8 very 
limited number of diffe=nt values of 7T g will be found. The number of 
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different values of n16 obtained and the spread of these values then is 8 
direct function of the chosen experiments. The histogram of the distri- 
bution of rl, may depict a highly skewed distribution resulting from 
analyzing experimental information. 
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TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE 
&-t+l Correlation Coefficients: !hO alternate methods 8x75 aV8118ble t0 
test the statisticsl significance of the partial correlation coefficient. 
The first method makes use of the t Statistic, where 
2 
t = J ~~~ rl,m*2,3,...,(m-1) l-r2 l,mv2,3,...,(m-1) 
Since 8 COeffiCient of partial determination relates the proportion 
that the additional explained variation attributable to 8 given lndepcndent 
variable beare to the unexplained variation before the use of that independent 
V8rlable, it is the usual procedure to test the hypothesis that the coefficient 
equals zero. When 'ij*k,l,...,m = 0, the t statistic is distributed as 
Student's t distribution with (N-M) degrees of freedom. 
An analysis of V8ri8nCe technique m8keS use of the following F statistic. 
c , 
X2 
c 
2 
F = cl*2,3,...,m - Xc1*2,3,...,(m-1) 
c' c 
2 
x1 - x~1-2,3,.. .,m 
If the calculated F value exceeds the tabulated o( $ F value* (with 1 and 
(N-m) degrees of freedom), the parti8l correlation coefficient is adjudged 
to be statistically significant to the d $ level. 
*A is 8 commonly used notation denoting the level of significance chosen 
for a statistic8l test of hypothesis. 
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Coefficient of Multiple Correlation: To ascertain whether a multiple 
coefficient of determination significantly exceeds zero, we use an F test 
similar to the one just described. In general form, we may use either 
or 
IF 
F = cl*2,...,m/(m-1) 
(1-R:1.2 3 ) # . . ..m)/(N-m) 
F= x X2 cl*2,3,...,m/(m-1) 
c XE1*2,3,...,m/(N-m) 
Again, if the calculated value of F exceeds that of the 4 $ tabulated value 
of F (with (M-l) and (N-m) degrees of freedom), the regression surface is 
adjudged to be statietically elgnlficant in assessing the dependent variable. 
The Regression Coefficient: The estimates 
1 
b b 
1,2*3,4,...,m, 1,3.2,4,...,m 
*..., bl,m-2,3,. . ., b-l)] are normally distributed tith means, 
IP 1,2*3,4,...,m, P 1,3*2,4,...,m, ----' P t 1)) l,m*2,3,..., m- 
, and variances 
V(b 
2 
l,i*j,...,m) = '(i-l)(i-1)d ' i=2J3J"-JmW 
Herc '(i-l)(i-1) is-the appropriate element of Matrix A 
-1 and d2 is the 
estimate of the variance of the regression surface. 
A marginal test for any specified hypothetical value of Pl,i*[ ] may 
be made by the t test where 
t = bl,i-E 3 - 4,l.L 3 
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whe= %,i.[ ] is the standard deviation of the reepective partial. correlation 
coefficient a8 given above. The t etatlsytic (D-22) is distributed ae Student's 
t with N-m-l degrees of freedom. 
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PROOFS 
Proof 1: Total Variation = Explained Variation + Unexplained Variation 
or 
The two dimensional case is considered here. Expressions for each term 
in (D-23) and the terms arranged as in (D-8) are shown to be equal. 
0 1. 
Proof: 
2 
Since Fl = 
0 2. 
Proof: 
Since Y&., 
c f = C(xl - q2 
= X(x! - 2x& + zf > 
- xx; - 2ZJx, + pq 
= xx; - 25~x, + rig 
( 1 X1/N)2, then 
cx,‘,., = c (xcl.2 - q2 
c 2 xclv2 = C(&., - 2xcl.2 z1 + F2 > 
= c x:1.2 - q cxcp2 + c q 
= El and cXcl.2 = cx, because of the least square 
properties, then 
c&2 = c&.2 - Tl 1x1 
(D-23) 
(D-24) 
(D-25) 
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r -- 
@* cx:1., = cg - c&.2 
Proof: CxL2 = C(% - xc1.212 
= ccx; - =pcl 2 + fl.2 > 
= c p - 2 z,,., + g,., . 
Since Xcle2 = a + bX2, then cX1Xcl.2 = 1 (Xl(a+bX2) ] 
= 1 (al + bXlX2) 
=a 1 xl + bC XIX2 
= c i:l.2 
TherefoE CxEl.2 = C Xf - 2 CX1Xcl.2 .I- 1 Xzl.2 becomes 
(~-26) 
'I'hus, combining (D-24), (D-25), and (D-26), the result becomes 
c’ = Cxzl 2 + 1 xfl 2 for . . 
It is apparent that in @ and @ , the expansion of respective equations 
will result in equivalent expression (D-251, (~-26) 
I 
because of the least 
squaes properties. Thus, in general 
cl; = cx;,., ,...., + xx:,., ,...., (D-27) 
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Proof 2: blm2 Is equivalent in either regression surface, 
xcl.*2 - bl.2% 
or X cl.2 = al.2 + bl.2x2’ 
From the expression Xcle2 = yW2 + blW2X2, It was shown that 
al*2 = jfl - bla2q, from (Page D-ll)r 
and bl*2 = xX1X2 - al,2 xX,/c X$ from (page D-11), 
Fl?om the expression xcle2 = blm2z x2, the following holds 
bp2 = cxp,/ xx',, from (Page D-11). 
It is necessary to show that 
c 55 - al.pcx2 c "1"2 
1x22 
= blW2 = 
c xE 
Equation (~-28) may be written as 
c xlx2 - al.2 xx2 
cx: 
From this, 
c xlx2 - %C x2 
c, cg X2 
= 
[ 
l- x2cx2 
cx' 1 b 1.2 
(D-28) 
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or cxlx;I - ‘1 xx;! = bla2 
cx: - x2 1x2 
It lo easily shown that the numerator of the above equals cxlx2 and the 
denominator equals xi by expanding the terms of the two I-espectlve quantitlee; 
thus, bl.2 is equivalent In both cases of regression since this results In 
an identity to the right hand sides of equation (D-28). 
Proof 3: In the one independent variable case, 
2 
rl*2 = 
c xc1*2 = Explained Variation . 
cxf 
Total Variation 
Since xcle2 = ble2x2, then 
= 
(D-28=) 
2 
'1.2 
Proof 4: A General Method of Finding the Expression for Explained Variation. 
1. For the one Independent Variable case, Xclw2 = ala2 + blw2 X2, 
We seek expressions for c Xzla2 and xx2 cl-2' So that 
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~~:l., = C(a1.2 + bl.2 X2j2 
2 
= G 2 .2 + 28 2 1'2 bl.2 X2 + $2 X2 1 
= 4.2 + 245.2 5.2 1x2 + $2 cx: 
= 5.2 CN”1.2 + b1.2 1x2) + 3.2 $2 1x2 + 3.2 c4 
Notice that the normal equations for this case are: 
0 CXl = Na1.2 + bl.2 c Xg, 
Using 0 and @ , the above reduces to 
c XE12=a . 1*2 
IX +b xX1X2 1 1.2 
It was shown in (D-25) that, 
c21.2 = CX&., - '?I CXl 
but from (D-291, we see that 
xx:, 2 = (ala2 XX, + blw2 1 X1X2) - zl cXl. Since alv2 = 0, then 
c (1.2 = b1.2 c 5x2 * 
(D-29) 
(D-30) 
2. For a three dinEn6ional case, X cl-23 = &1.2,3 + b1,2.3 '2 + b1,3.2 '3 
~-28 
We seek expressions for IX:,., 3 and ~xf,., 3 
8 8 l 
X> +(b 1,3*2 '3) 3 
2 
+ b1,2a3 2 
= 
lal*2,3 + bl 12.3’2)~ + 2(al.2,3 + b1,2,3X3)(bl,3a2X3) 8 
+ (b 1 3.2’312 , I 
= 4 $.2 8 3 + 2y.2 3 bl 24x2 + bf 2 3 X22 + 8 8 , ’ 
2a 
1*2,3 bl,3*2 ‘3 + 2bl,2.3 x2 bl,3.2 X3 + 
b2 2 
1,3.2 ‘3 1 
= Na2 
l-2,3 + 2a1-2,3b1,2.3 c x2 + b2 1,2.3 cx; + 
2a 
J-2,jbl,3.2 c x3 + 2b 1,2.3b1,3.2 c x2x3 + 
= 
“l-2,3 (Na1-2,3 + b1,?.3 Cx2 + bl,3,2 CX3) + 
bl,2*3 (al.2 3 cx2 + bl 2.3 xx; + b1,3.2 cx2'3) + 8 , 
bl,3v2 (a1.2 3 1’3 + bl,2..3 Cx2’3 + b1,3.2 C ‘i) , 
The normal equations for this case are: 
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@ "1'2 = al-2,3 xx2 + bl,2.3 c$ + bl,3 2 Xx2x3, . 
@ cxlx3 = ale283 cx3 + 'bl,2r3 x593 + bl,3.2 CX;. 
And by substitution, we have 
cxElg23 = alo2 3 cxl + b1,2.3 ( 1X1x2) + bl 3 2 (xX,X,). 8 8 ' (D-31) 
NOW to obtain c~ff1.23, we note that 
xX:1.23 = CxE1.23 - ?il c x1 
Using (D-31) 1 Xzl.2 3 = $.2 3 cXl + bl,2,3 &X2 + bl 3 2 &X3 - Flc Xl; 
8 8 8 - 
but "is.23 = Tl - b1,2e3 1 - b1,3.2 '3 l 
ThusJ Xx21.23 = (9 - b1,2.3z2 - bl,3.2y3) Ix1 + b1,2.3 Cxlx2 + b 
183.2 
c xx - 13 'ic x1 
= -b1,2.3 y211X1 - bl,3*2T3~xl + bl,2=3 1'1'2 + b 1,3*2 Cxlx3 
s-m -- -- 
1,2*3'2'1 - ml,3.2x3xl + b1,2*3 c '1'2 + b1,3.2 '1'3 ' c 
= bl,2.3( 1 xlx2 - m72) + bl,3m2 CC x1x3 - alz3 
= b1,2.3 c "lx2 +b 1,3=2 c "l"3' (D-32) 
A general proof by induction may be given to show that any explained variation 
may be given by, 
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~x:l*i,j,k,..., = bl 1-j k 8 8 8.'..8 cxlx, + bl j*i,k,...., xix, + 8 
bl,k.i,j,...., l Xx1\ + , . . . . . . . ., 
Or ~G.2,3,..., = a1*2,3, . . . . c '1 + bl,2 -3&i,...., '1'2 + bl,3~2,4,...., c 
c xx +..... 13 (D-33) 
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